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Abstract
We study the approximability of the NP-complete Maximum Minimal Feedback Vertex
Set problem. Informally, this natural problem seems to lie in an intermediate space between two
more well-studied problems of this type: Maximum Minimal Vertex Cover, for which the best
achievable approximation ratio is
√
n, and Upper Dominating Set, which does not admit any n1−
approximation. We confirm and quantify this intuition by showing the first non-trivial polynomial
time approximation for Max Min FVS with a ratio of O(n2/3), as well as a matching hardness of
approximation bound of n2/3−, improving the previous known hardness of n1/2−. Along the way,
we also obtain an O(∆)-approximation and show that this is asymptotically best possible, and we
improve the bound for which the problem is NP-hard from ∆ ≥ 9 to ∆ ≥ 6.
Having settled the problem’s approximability in polynomial time, we move to the context of
super-polynomial time. We devise a generalization of our approximation algorithm which, for
any desired approximation ratio r, produces an r-approximate solution in time nO(n/r3/2). This
time-approximation trade-off is essentially tight: we show that under the ETH, for any ratio r and
 > 0, no algorithm can r-approximate this problem in time nO((n/r3/2)1−), hence we precisely
characterize the approximability of the problem for the whole spectrum between polynomial and
sub-exponential time, up to an arbitrarily small constant in the second exponent.
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1 Introduction
In a graph G = (V,E), a set S ⊆ V is called a feedback vertex set (fvs for short) if the
subgraph induced by V \S is a forest. Typically, fvs is studied with a minimization objective:
given a graph we are interested in finding the best (that is, smallest) fvs. In this paper we
are interested in an objective which is, in a sense, the inverse: we seek an fvs S which is as
large as possible, while still being minimal. We call this problem Max Min FVS.
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MaxMin and MinMax versions of many famous optimization problems have recently
attracted much interest in the literature (we give references below) and Max Min FVS can
be seen as a member of this framework. Although the initial motivation for studying such
problems was a desire to analyze the worst possible performance of a naive heuristic, these
problems have gradually been revealed to possess a rich combinatorial structure that makes
them interesting in their own right. Our goal in this paper is to show that Max Min FVS
displays an interesting complexity behavior with respect to its approximability.
Our motivation for focusing on Max Min FVS is the contrast between two of its more
well-studied cousins: theMax Min Vertex Cover and Upper Dominating Set problems,
where the objective is to find the largest minimal vertex cover or dominating set respectively.
At first glance, one would expect Max Min VC to be the easier of these two problems:
both problems can be seen as trying to find the largest minimal hitting set of a hypergraph,
but in the case of Max Min VC the hypergraph has a very restricted structure, while in
UDS the hypergraph is essentially arbitrary. This intuition turns out to be correct: while
UDS admits no n1−-approximation [5], Max Min VC admits a
√
n-approximation (but no
n1/2−-approximation) [9].
This background leads us to the natural question of the approximability of Max Min
FVS. On an intuitive level, one may be tempted to think that this problem should be harder
than Max Min VC, since hitting cycles is more complex than hitting edges, but easier
than UDS, since hitting cycles still offers us more structure than an arbitrary hypergraph.
However, to the best of our knowledge, no n1−-approximation algorithm is currently known
for Max Min FVS (so the problem could be as hard as UDS), and the best hardness of
approximation bound known is n1/2− [36] (so the problem could be as easy as Max Min
VC).
Our main contribution in this paper is to fully answer this question, confirming and
precisely quantifying the intuition that Max Min FVS is a problem that lies “between”
Max Min VC and UDS: We give a polynomial-time approximation algorithm with ratio
O(n2/3) and a hardness of approximation reduction which shows that (unless P = NP) no
polynomial-time algorithm can obtain a ratio of n2/3−, for any  > 0. This completely
settles the approximability of the problem in polynomial time. Along the way, we also give
an approximation algorithm with ratio O(∆), show that no algorithm can achieve ratio ∆1−,
for any  > 0, and improve the best known NP-completeness proof for Max Min FVS from
∆ ≥ 9 [36] to ∆ ≥ 6, where ∆ is the maximum degree of the input graph.
One interesting aspect of our results is that they have an interpretation from extremal
combinatorics which nicely mirrors the situation for Max Min VC. Recall that a corollary
of the
√
n-approximation for Max Min VC [9] is that any graph without isolated vertices
has a minimal vertex cover of size at least
√
n, and this is tight (see Remark 13). Hence,
the algorithm only needs to trivially preprocess the graph (deleting isolated vertices) and
then find this set, which is guaranteed to exist. Our algorithms can be seen in a similar
light: we prove that if one applies two almost trivial pre-processing rules to a graph (deleting
leaves and contracting edges between degree-two vertices), a minimal fvs of size at least n1/3
(and Ω(n/∆)) is always guaranteed to exist, and this is tight (Corollary 11 and Remark 12).
Thus, the approximation ratio of n2/3 is automatically guaranteed for any graph where we
exhaustively apply these very simple rules and our algorithms only have to work to construct
the promised set. This makes it somewhat remarkable that the ratio of n2/3 turns out to be
best possible.
Having settled the approximability of Max Min FVS in polynomial time, we consider the
question of how much time needs to be invested if one wishes to guarantee an approximation
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ratio of r (which may depend on n) where r < n2/3. This type of time-approximation
trade-off was extensively studied by Bonnet et al. [8], who showed that Max Min Vertex
Cover admits an r-approximation in time 2O(n/r2) and this is optimal under the randomized
ETH.
For Max Min FVS we cannot hope to obtain a trade-off with performance exponential in
n/r2, as this implies a polynomial-time
√
n-approximation. It therefore seems more natural
to aim for a running time exponential in n/r3/2. Indeed, generalizing our polynomial-time
approximation algorithm, we show that we can achieve an r-approximation in time nO(n/r3/2).
Although this algorithm reuses some ingredients from our polynomial-time approximation, it
is significantly more involved, as it is no longer sufficient to compare the size of our solution
to n. We complement our result with a lower bound showing that our algorithm is essentially
best possible under the randomized ETH for any r (not just for polynomial time), or more
precisely that the exponent of the running time of our algorithm can only be improved by
no(1) factors.
Related work To the best of our knowledge, Max Min FVS was first considered by Mishra
and Sikdar [36], who showed that the problem does not admit an n1/2− approximation
(unless P = NP), and that it remains APX-hard for ∆ ≥ 9. On the other hand, UDS
and Max Min VC are well-studied problems, both in the context of approximation and
in the context of parameterized complexity [1, 5, 9, 11, 13, 14, 19, 28, 33, 38, 40]. Many
other classical optimization problems have recently been studied in the MaxMin or MinMax
framework, such as Max Min Separator [25], Max Min Cut [21], Min Max Knapsack
(also known as the Lazy Bureaucrat Problem) [3, 23, 24], and some variants of Max Min
Edge Cover [35, 26]. Some problems in this area also arise naturally in other forms and have
been extensively studied, such as Min Max Matching (also known as Edge Dominating
Set [32]), Grundy Coloring, which can be seen as a Max Min version of Coloring [2, 6],
and Max Min VC in hypergraphs, which is known as Upper Transversal[37, 29, 30, 31].
The idea of designing super-polynomial time approximation algorithms which obtain
guarantees better than those possible in polynomial time has attracted much attention in
the last decade [4, 10, 16, 18, 20, 22, 34]. As mentioned, the result closest to the time-
approximation trade-off we give in this paper is the approximation algorithm for Max
Min VC given by Bonnet et al. [8]. It is important to note that such trade-offs are only
generally known to be tight up to poly-logarithmic factors in the exponent of the running
time. As explained in [8], current lower bound techniques can rule out improvements in
the running time that shave at least n from the exponent, but not improvements which
shave poly-logarithmic factors, due to the state of the art in quasi-linear PCP constructions.
Indeed, such improvements are sometimes possible [4] and are conceivable for Max Min
VC and Max Min FVS. Lower bounds for this type of algorithm rely on the (randomized)
Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH), which states that there is no (randomized) algorithm
for 3-SAT running in time 2o(n).
2 Preliminaries
We use standard graph-theoretic notation and only consider simple loop-less graphs. For a
graph G = (V,E) and S ⊆ V we denote by G[S] the graph induced by S. For u ∈ V , G−u is
the graph G[V \ {u}]. We write N(u) to denote the set of neighbors of u and d(u) = |N(u)|
to denote its degree. For S ⊆ V , N(S) = ∪u∈SN(u) \ S. We use ∆(G) (or simply ∆) to
denote the maximum degree of G. For uv ∈ E the graph G/uv is the graph obtained by
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contracting the edge uv, that is, replacing u, v by a new vertex connected to N(u) ∪N(v).
In this paper we will only apply this operation when N(u) ∩ N(v) = ∅, so the result will
always be a simple graph.
A forest is a graph that does not contain cycles. A feedback vertex set (fvs for short) is a
set S ⊆ V such that G[V \ S] is a forest. An fvs S is minimal if no proper subset of S is
an fvs. It is not hard to see that if S is minimal, then every u ∈ S has a private cycle, that
is, there exists a cycle in G[(V \ S) ∪ {u}], which goes through u. A vertex u of a feedback
vertex set S that does not have a private cycle (that is, S \ {u} is also an fvs), is called
redundant. For a given fvs S, we call the set F := V \ S the corresponding induced forest. If
S is minimal, then F is maximal.
The main problem we are interested in is Max Min FVS: given a graph G = (V,E), find
a minimal fvs of G of maximum size. Since this problem is NP-hard, we will be interested in
approximation algorithms. An approximation algorithm with ratio r ≥ 1 (which may depend
on n, the order of the graph) is an algorithm which, given a graph G, returns a solution of
size at least mmfvs(G)r , where mmfvs(G) is the size of the largest minimal fvs of G.
We make two basic observations about our problem: deleting vertices or contracting
edges can only decrease the size of the optimal solution.
I Lemma 1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph and u ∈ V . Then, mmfvs(G) ≥ mmfvs(G − u).
Furthermore, given any minimal feedback vertex set S of G− u, it is possible to construct in
polynomial time a minimal feedback vertex set of G of the same or larger size.
Proof. Let S be a minimal fvs of G− u. We observe that S ∪ {u} is an fvs of G. If S ∪ {u}
is minimal, we are done. If not, we delete vertices from it until it becomes minimal. We
now note that the only vertex which may be deleted in this process is u, since all vertices of
S have a private cycle in G− u (that is, a cycle not intersected by any other vertex of S).
Hence, the resulting set is a superset of S. J
I Lemma 2. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, u, v ∈ V with N(u) ∩N(v) = ∅ and uv ∈ E. Then
mmfvs(G) ≥ mmfvs(G/uv). Furthermore, given any minimal feedback vertex set S of G/uv,
it is possible to construct in polynomial time a minimal feedback vertex set of G of the same
or larger size.
Proof. Before we prove the Lemma we note that the contraction operation, under the
condition that N(u) ∩N(v) = ∅, preserves acyclicity in a strong sense: G is acyclic if and
only if G/uv is acyclic. Indeed, if we contract an edge that is part of a cycle, this cycle must
have length at least 4, and will therefore give a cycle in G/uv. Of course, contractions never
create cycles in acyclic graphs.
Let G′ := G/uv, w be the vertex of G′ which has replaced u, v, V ′ = V (G′), and S be a
minimal fvs of G′. We have two cases: w ∈ S or w 6∈ S.
In case w ∈ S, we start with the set S′ = (S \ {w}) ∪ {u, v}. It is not hard to see that
S′ is an fvs of G. Furthermore, no vertex of S′ \ {u, v} is redundant: for all z ∈ S \ {w},
there is a cycle in G′[(V ′ \ S) ∪ {z}], therefore there is also a cycle in G[(V \ S′) ∪ {z}].
Furthermore, we claim that S′ \ {u, v} is not a valid fvs. Indeed, there must be a cycle
contained (due to minimality) in G1 = G′[(V ′ \ S) ∪ {w}]. Therefore, if there is no cycle in
G2 = G[(V \S′)∪{u, v}], we get a contradiction, as G1 can be obtained by G2 by contracting
the edge uv and contracting edges preserves acyclicity. We conclude that even if S′ is not
minimal, if we remove vertices until it becomes minimal, we will remove at most one vertex,
so the size of the fvs obtained is at least |S|.
In case w 6∈ S, we will return the same set S. Let F = V \ S, F ′ = V ′ \ S. By definition,
G′[F ′] is acyclic. To see that G[F ] is also a forest, we note that G′[F ′] is obtained from G[F ]
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by contracting uv, and as we noted in the beginning, the contractions we use strongly preserve
acyclicity. To see that S is minimal, take z ∈ S and consider the graphs G1 = G[(V \S)∪{z}]
and G2 = G′[(V ′ \S)∪{z}]. We see that G2 can be obtained from G1 by contracting uv. But
G2 must have a cycle, by the minimality of S, so G1 also has a cycle. Thus, S′ is minimal in
G. J
3 Polynomial Time Approximation Algorithm
In this section we present a polynomial-time algorithm which guarantees an approximation
ratio of n2/3. As we show in Theorem 17, this ratio is the best that can be hoped for in
polynomial time. Later (Theorem 15) we show how to generalize the ideas presented here
to obtain an algorithm that achieves a trade-off between the approximation ratio and the
(sub-exponential) running time, and show that this trade-off is essentially optimal.
On a high level, our algorithm proceeds as follows: first we identify some easy cases in
which applying Lemma 1 or Lemma 2 is safe, that is, the value of the optimal is guaranteed
to stay constant, namely deleting vertices of degree at most 1, and contracting edges between
vertices of degree 2. After we apply these reduction rules exhaustively, we compute a minimal
fvs S in an arbitrary way. If S is large enough (larger than n1/3), we simply return this set.
If not, we apply some counting arguments to show that a vertex u ∈ S with high degree
(≥ n2/3) must exist. We then have two cases: either we are able to construct a large minimal
fvs just by looking at the neighborhood of u in the forest (and ignoring S \ {u}), or u must
share many neighbors with another vertex v ∈ S, in which case we construct a large minimal
fvs in the common neighborhood of u, v.
Because our algorithm is constructive (and runs in polynomial time), we find it interesting
to remark an interpretation from the point of view of extremal combinatorics, given in
Corollary 11.
3.1 Basic Reduction Rules and Combinatorial Tools
We begin by showing two safe versions of Lemmas 1, 2.
I Lemma 3. Let G, u be as in Lemma 1 with d(u) ≤ 1. Then mmfvs(G− u) = mmfvs(G).
Proof. We only need to show that mmfvs(G) ≤ mmfvs(G− u) (the other direction is given
by Lemma 1). Let S be a minimal fvs of G. Then, S is an fvs of G− u. Furthermore, u 6∈ S,
as S is minimal in G. To see that S is also minimal in G− u, note that any cycle of G also
exists in G− u (as no cycle contains u). J
I Lemma 4. Let G, u, v be as in Lemma 2 with d(u) = d(v) = 2. Then mmfvs(G/uv) =
mmfvs(G).
Proof. Let G′ = G/uv, w be the vertex that replaced u, v in G′, and V ′ = V (G′).
We only need to show that mmfvs(G) ≤ mmfvs(G′), as the other direction is given by
Lemma 2. Let S be a minimal fvs of G. We consider two cases:
If u, v 6∈ S, then we claim that S is also a minimal fvs of G′. Indeed, G′[V ′ \ S] is
obtained from G[V \ S] by contracting uv, so both are acyclic. Furthermore, for all z ∈ S,
G′[(V ′ \ S)∪ {z}] is obtained from G[(V \ S)∪ {z}] by contracting uv, therefore both have a
cycle, hence no vertex of S is redundant in G′.
If {u, v} ∩ S 6= ∅, we claim that exactly one of u, v is in S. Indeed, if u, v ∈ S, then
G[(V \ S) ∪ {u}] does not contain a cycle going through u, as u has degree 1 in this graph.
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Without loss of generality, let u ∈ S, v 6∈ S. We set S′ := (S \ {u}) ∪ {w} and claim that
S′ is a minimal fvs of G′. It is not hard to see that S′ is an fvs of G′, since it corresponds
to deleting S ∪ {v} from G. To see that it is minimal, for all z ∈ S′ \ {w} we observe that
G′[(V ′\S′)∪{z}] obtained from G′[(V \S)∪{z}] by deleting v, which has degree 1. Therefore,
this deletion strongly preserves acyclicity. Finally, to see that w is not redundant for S′ we
observe that G[(V \S)∪{u}] has a cycle, and this cycle must be present in G′[(V ′ \S′)∪{w}],
which is obtained from the former graph by contracting uv. J
I Definition 5. For a graph G = (V,E) we say that G is reduced if it is not possible to apply
Lemma 3 or Lemma 4 to G.
We now present a counting argument which will useful in our algorithm and states,
roughly, that if in a reduced graph we find a (not necessarily minimal) fvs, that fvs must
have many neighbors in the corresponding forest.
I Lemma 6. Let G = (V,E) be a reduced graph and S ⊆ V a feedback vertex set of G. Let
F = V \ S. Then, |N(S) ∩ F | ≥ |F |4 .
Proof. Let n1 be the number of leaves of F , n3 the number of vertices of F with at least three
neighbors in F , n2a the number of vertices of F with two neighbors in F and at least one
neighbor in S, and n2b the number of remaining vertices of F . We have n1+n2a+n2b+n3 = |F |.
Furthermore, n3 ≤ n1 because the average degree of any forest is less than 2.
We observe that all leaves of the tree have a neighbor in S (otherwise we would have
applied Lemma 3). This gives |N(S) ∩ F | ≥ n1 + n2a.
Furthermore, none of the n2b vertices which have degree two in the tree and no neighbors
in S can be connected to each other, since then Lemma 4 would apply. Therefore, n2b ≤
n1 + n2a + n3. Indeed, if n2b > n1 + n2a + n3, then n2b > |F |/2 and, since these n2b vertices
form an independent set, we would have |E(F )| ≥ 2n2b > |F |, contradicting the assumption
that F is a forest.
Putting things together we get |F | = n1+n2a+n2b+n3 ≤ 2n1+2n2a+2n3 ≤ 4n1+2n2a ≤
4|N(S) ∩ F |. J
We note that Lemma 6 immediately gives an approximation algorithm with ratio O(∆).
I Lemma 7. In a reduced graph G with n vertices and maximum degree ∆, every feedback
vertex set has size at least n5∆ .
Proof. Let S be a feedback vertex set of G and F the corresponding forest. If |S| < n5∆ then
|N(S) ∩ F | < n5 so by Lemma 6 we have |F | < 4n5 . But then |V | = |S|+ |F | < n, which is a
contradiction. J
I Remark 8. Lemma 6 is tight.
Proof. Take two copies of a rooted binary tree with n leaves and connect their roots. The
resulting tree has 2n leaves and 2n− 2 vertices of degree 3. Subdivide every edge of this tree.
Add two vertices u, v connected to every leaf. In the resulting graph S = {u, v} is an fvs.
The corresponding forest has 8n− 5 vertices, of which 2n are connected to S. The graph is
reduced. J
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u
v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
v6
a
u
v1
w2
v3
w4
b
u
v1
w2
v3
w4
c
Figure 1 (a) vertex u is a minimal fvs of the given graph and has 4 neighbors in G[F ]. (b) a
contracted form of G[F ] with 4 vertices. (c) a new minimal fvs of the result graph of size 3.
3.2 Polynomial Time Approximation and Extremal Results
We begin with a final intermediate lemma that allows us to construct a large minimal fvs in
any reduced graph that is a forest plus one vertex.
I Lemma 9. Let G = (V,E) be a reduced graph and u ∈ V such that G − u is acyclic.
Then it is possible to construct in polynomial time a minimal feedback vertex set S of G with
|S| ≥ d(u)/2.
Proof. Let F = V \ {u}. Since the graph is reduced, all trees of G[F ] contain at least two
neighbors of u. Indeed, since each tree T of G[F ] has at least two leaves, both of them must
be neighbors of u (otherwise Lemma 3 applies).
As long as there exist v, w ∈ F with vw ∈ E and {v, w} 6⊆ N(u) we contract the edge vw.
Note that we can apply Lemma 2 as v, w have no common neighbors (u is not a common
neighbor by assumption, and they cannot have a common neighbor in the forest without
forming a cycle). Furthermore, this operation does not change d(u). Therefore, it will be
sufficient to construct a minimal fvs in the resulting graph after applying this operation
exhaustively.
Suppose now that we have applied the contraction operation described above exhaustively.
We eventually arrive at a graph where u is connected to all vertices of F , as all trees of F
initially contain some neighbors of u and, after repeated contractions, all non-neighbors of
u are absorbed into its neighbors (more precisely, each contraction decreases |F \ N(u)|).
Therefore, we arrive at a graph with d(u) = |F |. Furthermore, every component of F contains
strictly more than one vertex.
Now, since G[F ] is bipartite, there is a bipartition F = L ∪R. Without loss of generality
|L| ≤ |R|. We return the solution S = R. First, S does have the promised size, as
|S| ≥ |F |/2 = d(u)/2. Second, S is an fvs, as L is an independent set, so L ∪ {u} induces a
star. Finally, S is minimal, because all v ∈ S are connected to u, and also have at least one
neighbor w ∈ L, with w also connected to u. An illustration of the process is presented in
Figure 1.
J
I Theorem 10. There is a polynomial time approximation algorithm for Max Min FVS
with ratio O(n2/3).
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Proof. We are given a graph G = (V,E). We begin by applying Lemmas 3,4 exhaustively in
order to obtain a reduced graph G′ = (V ′, E′). Clearly, if we obtain a |V ′|1/3 approximation
in G′, since the reductions we applied do not change the optimal, and we can construct a
solution of the same size in G, we get a |V ′|2/3 ≤ |V |2/3 approximation ratio in G. So, in
the remainder, to ease presentation, we assume G is already reduced and has n vertices.
Our algorithm begins with an arbitrary minimal fvs S. This can be constructed, for
example, by starting with S = V and removing vertices from S until it becomes minimal. If
|S| ≥ n1/3 then we return S. Since the optimal solution cannot have size more than n, we
achieve the claimed ratio.
Suppose then that |S| < n1/3. Let F be the corresponding forest. We have |F | >
n − n1/3 > n/2 for sufficiently large n. By Lemma 6, |N(S) ∩ F | ≥ n/8. Since |S| < n1/3
there must exist u ∈ S such that u has at least n2/38 neighbors in F .
Let w ∈ F ∩N(u). We say that w is a good neighbor of u if there exists w′ ∈ F ∩N(u)
with w′ 6= w and w′ is in the same tree of G[F ] as w. Otherwise w is a bad neighbor of u.
By extension, a tree of G[F ] that contains a good (resp. bad) neighbor of u will be called a
good (resp. bad) tree. Every vertex of N(u) ∩ F is either good or bad.
We have argued that |N(u) ∩ F | ≥ n2/38 . We distinguish two cases: either u has at least
n2/3
16 good neighbors in F , or it has at least that many bad neighbors in F .
In the former case, we delete from the graph the set S \ {u} and apply Lemmas 3, 4
exhaustively again. We claim that the number of good neighbors of u does not decrease in
this process. Indeed, two good neighbors of u cannot be contracted using Lemma 4, since
they have a common neighbor (namely u). Furthermore, suppose w is the first good neighbor
of u to be deleted using Lemma 3. This would mean that w currently has no other neighbor
except u. However, since w is good, initially there was a w′ ∈ N(u) in the same tree of G[F ]
as w. The vertex w′ has not been deleted (since we assumed w is the first good neighbor
to be deleted). Furthermore, Lemmas 3, 4 cannot disconnect two vertices which are in the
same component, so we get a contradiction. We therefore have a reduced graph, where {u}
is an fvs, and d(u) ≥ n2/316 . By Lemma 9 we obtain a minimal fvs of size at least n
2/3
32 , which
is an O(n1/3) approximation.
In the latter case, u has at least n2/316 bad neighbors in F . Consider a bad tree T . We
claim that T must have a neighbor in S \ {u}, because T has at least two leaves, at most
one of which is a neighbor of u (since T is bad). If the second leaf is not connected to S, it
will be deleted by Lemma 3. Furthermore, since u is connected to one vertex in each bad
tree, u is connected to at least n2/316 bad trees.
We now find the vertex v ∈ S \ {u} such that v is connected to the maximum number of
bad trees connected to u. Since |S| ≤ n1/3, v must be connected to at least n1/316 bad trees
connected to u. We now delete from the graph the set S \ {u, v} as well as all trees of G[F ],
except the bad trees connected to u, v. Furthermore, in each bad tree T connected to both
u, v let u′ ∈ T ∩N(u) and v′ ∈ T ∩N(v) such that u′, v′ are as close as possible in T (note
that perhaps v′ = u′). We delete all vertices of the tree T except those on the path from v′
to u′. Then, we contract all internal edges of this path (note that internal vertices of the
path are not connected to {u, v} by the selection of u′, v′). It is not hard to verify that, by
using Lemmas 1, 2, if we are able to produce a large minimal fvs in the resulting graph, we
obtain a solution for G. Furthermore, in the resulting graph, every bad tree T connected to
u, v has been reduced to a single vertex connected to u, v. So the graph is now either a K2,s,
with s ≥ n1/316 , or the same graph with the addition of the edge uv. In either case, it is not
hard to see that starting with the fvs that contains all vertices except {u, v}, and making it
minimal, we obtain a solution of size at least s− 1 which gives an approximation ratio of
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O(n2/3). J
I Corollary 11. For any reduced graph G on n vertices we have mmfvs(G) = Ω(n1/3).
Proof. We simply note that the algorithm of Theorem 10 always constructs a solution of
size at least n1/3c , where c is a small constant, assuming that the original n-vertex graph G
was reduced. J
I Remark 12. Corollary 11 is tight.
Proof. Take a Kn and for every pair of vertices u, v in the clique, add 2n new vertices
connected only to u, v. The graph has order n+ 2n
(
n
2
)
= n+n2(n− 1) = n3−n2 +n ≥ n3/2.
Any minimal fvs of this graph must contain at least n− 2 vertices of the clique. As a result
its maximum size is at most n − 2 + 2n ≤ 3n. We have mmfvs(G)|V (G)| ≤ 6nn3 = O( 1n2 ) therefore
mmfvs(G) = O(|V (G)|1/3). J
Finally, we remark that a similar combinatorial point of view can be taken for the
related problem of Max Min VC, giving another intuitive explanation for the difference in
approximability between the two problems.
I Remark 13. Any graph G = (V,E) without isolated vertices, has a minimal vertex cover of
size at least
√|V |, and this is asymptotically tight.
Proof. We will prove the statement under the assumption that G is connected. If not, we
can treat each component separately. If the components of G have sizes n1, . . . , nk, then
we rely on the fact that
∑k
i=1
√
ni ≥
√∑k
i=1 ni and that the union of the minimal vertex
covers of each component is a minimal vertex cover of G.
If G = (V,E) has a vertex u of degree at least
√
n, then we begin with the vertex cover
V \ {u} and remove vertices until it becomes minimal. In the end, our solution contains a
superset of N(u), therefore we have a minimal vertex cover of size at least
√
n as promised.
If, on the other hand, ∆(G) <
√
n, then any vertex cover of G must have size at least
√
n.
Indeed, a vertex cover of size at most
√
n− 1 can cover at most (√n− 1)√n < n− 1 edges,
but since G is connected we have |E(G)| ≥ n− 1. So, in this case, any minimal vertex cover
has the promised size.
To see that the bound given is tight, take a Kn and attach n leaves to each of its vertices.
This graph has n2 + n vertices, but any minimal vertex cover has size at most 2n. J
4 Sub-exponential Time Approximation
In this section we give an approximation algorithm that generalizes our n2/3-approximation
and is able to guarantee any desired performance, at the cost of increased running time. On
a high level, our initial approach again constructs an arbitrary minimal fvs S and if S is
clearly large enough, returns it. However, things become more complicated from then on,
as it is no longer sufficient to consider vertices of S individually or in pairs. We therefore
need several new ideas, one of which is given in the following lemma, which states that we
can find a constant factor approximation in time exponential in the size of a given fvs. This
will be useful as we will use the assumption that S is “small” and then cut it up into even
smaller pieces to allow us to use Lemma 14.
I Lemma 14. Given a graph G = (V,E) on n vertices and a feedback vertex set S ⊆ V of
size k, it is possible to produce a minimal fvs S′ of G of size |S′| ≥ mmfvs(G)3 in time nO(k).
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Proof. Before we begin, let us point out that for k = 1, Max Min FVS can be solved
optimally in time O(n), using standard arguments from parameterized complexity, namely
the fact that in this case G has treewidth 2, and invoking Courcelle’s theorem, since the
properties “S is an fvs” and “S is minimal” are MSO-expressible [15]. Unfortunately, this
type of argument is not good enough for larger values of k, as the running time guaranteed
by Courcelle’s theorem could depend super-exponentially on k. We could try to avoid this by
formulating a treewidth-based DP algorithm to obtain a better running time, but we prefer
to give a simpler more direct branching algorithm, since this is good enough for Theorem 15.
We will assume that S is minimal (if not, we can remove vertices from it to make it
minimal and this only decreases the available running time of our algorithm). As a result,
we assume that mmfvs(G) ≥ 3k, as otherwise S is already a 3-approximation.
Let SOPT be a maximum minimal fvs of G, and FOPT = V \ SOPT . We formulate
an algorithm that maintains two disjoint sets of vertices SSOL, FSOL which, intuitively,
correspond to vertices we have decided to place in the fvs or the induced forest, respectively.
We will denote U := V \ (SSOL ∪ FSOL) the set of undecided vertices. Our algorithm will be
non-deterministic, that is, it will sometimes “guess” some vertices of U that will be placed in
SSOL or FSOL. We will bound the total number of guessing possibilities by nO(k), which
will imply that the algorithm can be made deterministic by trying all possibilities for every
guess and returning the best returned solution.
Throughout the algorithm, we will work to maintain the following invariants:
1. SSOL ∪ FSOL is an fvs of G.
2. SSOL ⊆ SOPT and FSOL ⊆ FOPT .
3. G[FSOL] is acyclic and has at most 2k components.
4. All vertices of SSOL have at least two neighbors in FSOL.
To begin, we guess a set F ′ ⊆ S such that G[F ′] is acyclic and set FSOL = F ′ and
SSOL = S \ F ′. Property 1 is satisfied as FSOL ∪ SSOL = S. Property 2 is satisfied for the
guess F ′ = FOPT ∩ S. If there exists u ∈ SSOL which does not satisfy Property 4, we guess
one or two vertices from N(u) ∩ U and place them into FSOL so that u has two neighbors in
FSOL. Since u has a private cycle in G[FOPT ], if the vertices we guessed are the neighbors of
u in that cycle, we maintain Property 2. We continue in this way until Property 4 is satisfied.
We now observe that FSOL is acyclic (as FSOL ⊆ FOPT ), and that since we have added at
most two vertices for each vertex of SSOL, it contains at most 2k vertices, hence at most
2k components, so we satisfied Property 3. So far, the total number of possible guesses is
upper-bounded by 2kn2k: 2k for guessing F ′ and n2k for guessing at most two neighbors for
each u ∈ SSOL.
We will now say that a “connector” is a path P ⊆ FOPT \ FSOL, such that G[FOPT ∪ P ]
has strictly fewer components that G[FSOL]. Our algorithm will now repeateadly guess if
a connector exists, and if it does it will guess the first and last vertex u, v of P . Note that
u, v ∈ U and if we guess u, v correctly we can infer all of P , as G[U ] is acyclic, so there is at
most one path from u to v in G[U ]. We set FSOL := FSOL ∪ P and continue guessing, until
we guess that no connector exists. Observe that guessing the endpoints of a connector gives
n2 possibilities, and that adding a connector to FSOL decreases the number of connected
components of FSOL, which can happen at most 2k times by Property 3. So we have a total
of nO(k) possible guesses and for the correct guess Property 2 is maintained.
We now consider every vertex of u ∈ U that has at least two neighbors in FSOL and place
all such vertices in SSOL. Properties 1, 3, and 4 are trivially still satisfied. Furthermore,
if our guesses so far are correct, all such vertices u belong in SOPT , as they either already
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have a private cycle in FOPT , or if they have neighbors in distinct components of FSOL, they
would function as connectors in FOPT (and we assume we have correctly guessed that no
more connectors exist).
We are now in a situation where every vertex of U has at most one neighbor in FSOL.
We construct a new graph H by deleting from G all of SSOL and replacing FSOL by a single
vertex f that is connected to N(FSOL). Note that H is a simple graph (it has no parallel
edges) with an fvs of size 1 (as H − w is acyclic). We therefore use the aforementioned
algorithm implied by Courcelle’s theorem to produce a maximum minimal fvs of H which,
without loss of generality, does not contain w. Let S∗ ⊆ U be this set. In G, we check if
SSOL ∪ S∗ is an fvs. If it is we delete vertices from it (if necessary) to make it redundant
and return the resulting set S∗∗, which is a minimal fvs.
To see that the resulting solution has the desired size we focus on the case where all
guesses were correct and therefore Properties 1-4 were maintained throughout the execution
of the algorithm. As mentioned, since the total number of possibilities considered in nO(k), a
deterministic algorithm can simply try out all possible choices and return the best solution.
We first observe that mmfvs(H) ≥ mmfvs(G)− |SSOL|, where SSOL is the set of vertices
we deleted from G to obtain H. Indeed, S0 := SOPT \ SSOL is a minimal fvs of H. To
see that S0 is an fvs, suppose that H contains a cycle after deleting S0. This cycle must
necessarily go through w. Let P be the vertices of this cycle except w. We have P ⊆ U \SOPT
therefore, P ⊆ FOPT . However, this means either that P forms a cycle with a component of
FSOL (which contradicts the acyclicity of FOPT by Property 2), or that P is a connector,
which contradicts our guess that no other connector exists. Therefore, S0 must be an fvs
of H. To see that it is minimal we note that for all u ∈ S0 there exists a private cycle in
G[U ∪FSOL∪{u}], and this cycle is not destroyed by contracting the vertices of FSOL into w.
We now have that |S∗ ∪ SSOL| ≥ |SOPT |, because |S∗| ≥ |SOPT \ SSOL|. We argue that
in the process of making S∗ minimal to obtain S∗∗ we delete at most 2k vertices. Indeed,
every time a vertex u of SSOL is removed from S∗ ∪ SSOL as redundant, since u has at least
two neighbors in FSOL by Property 4, the number of components of G[FSOL] must decrease.
Similarly, if we remove a vertex u ∈ S∗ as redundant, we consider the private cycle of u
in H \ S∗. All of the vertices of this cycle are present in G after we delete S∗, except w,
therefore, this cycle forms a path between two distinct components of G[FSOL]. We conclude
that, since removing a vertex from our fvs decreases the number of connected components
of G[FSOL], by Property 3 we have |S∗∗| ≥ |SOPT | − 2k. But recall that we have assumed
that k ≤ SOPT3 (otherwise S was already a sufficiently good approximation), so we have
|S∗∗| ≥ mmfvs(G)3 . J
I Theorem 15. There is an algorithm which, given an n-vertex graph G = (V,E) and a
value r, produces an r-approximation for Max Min FVS in G in time nO(n/r3/2).
Proof. First, let us note that we may assume that r is ω(1), because if r is bounded by a
constant, then we can solve the problem exactly in the given time. To ease presentation, we
will give an algorithm with approximation ratio O(r). A ratio of exactly r can be obtained
by multiplying r with an appropriate (small) constant.
Our algorithm borrows several of the basic ideas from Theorem 10, but requires some
new ingredients (including Lemma 14). The first step is, again, to construct a minimal fvs S
in some arbitrary way, for example by setting S = V and then removing vertices from S until
it becomes minimal. If |S| ≥ n/r we are done, as we already have an r-approximation, so we
simply return S. From this point, this algorithm departs from the algorithm of Theorem
10, because it is no longer sufficient to compare the size of the returned solution with a
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function of n (we need to compare it to the actual optimal in order to obtain a ratio of r),
and because we need to partition S into non-trivial parts that contain more than one vertex.
The algorithm proceeds as follows:
Let k = d√r e and partition S into k parts of (almost) equal size S1, . . . , Sk. Our
algorithm proceeds as follows: for each i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} (not necessarily distinct) consider
the graph Gi,j obtained by deleting all vertices of S \ (Si ∪ Sj). Compute, using Lemma 14
a solution for Gi,j , taking into account that Si ∪ Sj is a feedback vertex set of this graph.
Output the largest of the solutions found, using Lemma 1 to transform them into solutions
of G (or output S if it is larger than all solutions).
The algorithm clearly runs in the promised time: |Si ∪ Sj | ≤ 2nrk , so the algorithm of
Lemma 14 takes time nO(n/r3/2) and is executed a polynomial number of times.
Let us now analyze the approximation ratio of the produced solution. Let SOPT be
an optimal solution and let F := V \ S and FOPT = V \ SOPT be the induced forests
corresponding to S and to the optimal solution. We would like to argue that one of the
considered subproblems contains at least a 1r fraction of SOPT and that most (though not
all) of these vertices form part of a minimal fvs of that subgraph.
To be more precise, we will define the notion of “type“ for each u ∈ SOPT ∩ F . For each
such u there must exist a cycle in the graph G[FOPT ∪ {u}] (if not, this would contradict the
minimality of SOPT ). Call this cycle c(u) (select one such cycle arbitrarily if several exist).
The cycle c(u) must intersect S, as S is an fvs. Let v be the vertex of c(u)∩S closest to u on
the cycle. Let v′ be the vertex of c(u) ∩ S that is closest to u if we traverse the cycle in the
opposite direction (note that v, v′ are not necessarily distinct). Suppose that v ∈ Si, v′ ∈ Sj
and without loss of generality i ≤ j. We then say that u ∈ SOPT ∩ F has type (i, j). In
this way, we define a type for each u ∈ SOPT ∩ F . Note that according to our definition, all
internal vertices of the path in c(u) from u to v (and also from u to v′) belong in FOPT ∩ F .
According to the definition of the previous paragraph, there are k(k + 1)/2 ≤ r possible
types of vertices in SOPT ∩ F . Therefore, there must be a type (i, j) such that at least
|SOPT∩F |
r vertices have this type. We now concentrate on the graph Gi,j , for the type (i, j)
which satisfies this condition. Our algorithm constructed Gi,j by deleting all of S except
Si ∪ Sj . We would like to claim that this graph has a minimal feedback vertex set of size
comparable to |SOPT∩F |r .
For the sake of the analysis, construct a minimal feedback vertex set S∗ of Gi,j as follows:
we begin with the fvs S∗ = SOPT ∩ (F ∪ Si ∪ Sj) and the corresponding induced forest
F ∗ = FOPT ∩ (F ∪ Si ∪ Sj). The set S∗ is a feedback vertex set as it contains all vertices of
SOPT found in Gi,j and SOPT is a feasible feedback vertex set of all of G. We then make S∗
minimal by arbitrarily removing redundant vertices. Call the resulting set S∗∗ ⊆ S∗ and the
corresponding induced forest F ∗∗ ⊇ F ∗.
Our main claim now is that the number of vertices of S∗ ∩ F of type (i, j) which were
“lost” in the process of making S∗ minimal, is upper-bounded by |Si ∪ Sj |. Formally, we
claim that |{u ∈ (S∗ ∩ F ) \ S∗∗ | u has type (i, j)}| ≤ |Si ∪ Sj |. Indeed, consider such a
vertex u ∈ (S∗ ∩ F ) \ S∗∗ of type (i, j), let c(u) be the cycle that defines its type and v, v′
the vertices of Si ∪ Sj which are closest to u on the cycle in either direction. All vertices of
c(u) in the paths from u to v and from u to v′ belong to FOPT ∩ F , therefore also to F ∗.
If u was removed as redundant, this means that v, v′ must have been in distinct connected
components at the moment u was removed from the feedback vertex set (and also that v, v′
are distinct). However, the addition of u to the induced forest creates a path from v to v′
in the induced forest and hence decreases the number of connected components (that is,
trees in the induced forest) containing vertices of Si ∪ Sj . The number of such connected
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components cannot decrease more than |Si ∪ Sj | times, therefore, during the process of
making S∗ minimal we may have removed at most |Si∪Sj | vertices of type (i, j) from S∗∩F .
Using the above analysis and the assumption that S∗ contains at least |SOPT∩F |r vertices
of type (i, j), we conclude that mmfvs(Gi,j) ≥ |S∗∗| ≥ |SOPT∩F |r − |Si ∪ Sj |. We now
note that if |SOPT ∩ S| ≥ |SOPT |r , then S is already an r-approximation, so it is safe to
assume |SOPT ∩ F | ≥ (r−1)|SOPT |r . Furthermore, |Si ∪ Sj | ≤ 2|S|√r ≤
2|SOPT |
r
√
r
, where again
we are assuming that S is not already an r-approximation. Putting things together we
get mmfvs(Gi,j) ≥ (r−1)|SOPT |r2 − 2|SOPT |r√r ≥
|SOPT |
2r , for sufficiently large r. Hence, since
the algorithm will return a solution that is at least as large as mmfvs(Gi,j)3 , we obtain an
O(r)-approximation. J
5 Hardness of Approximation and NP-hardness
In this section we establish lower bound results showing that the approximation algorithms
given in Theorems 10 and 15 are essentially optimal, under standard complexity assumptions.
5.1 Hardness of Approximation in Polynomial Time
We begin by showing that the best approximation ratio achievable in polynomial time is
indeed (essentially) n2/3. For this, we rely on the celebrated result of Håstad on the hardness
of approximating Max Independent Set, which was later derandomized by Zuckerman,
cited below.
I Theorem 16. [27, 39] For any  > 0, there is no polynomial time algorithm which
approximates Max Independent Set with a ratio of n1−, unless P = NP.
Starting from this result, we present a reduction to Max Min FVS.
I Theorem 17. For any  > 0, Max Min FVS is inapproximable within a factor of n2/3−
unless P = NP.
Proof. We give a gap-preserving reduction from Max Independent Set, which cannot be
approximated within a factor of n1−, unless P = NP. We are given a graph G = (V,E) on
n vertices as an instance of Max Independent Set. Recall that α(G) denotes the size of
the maximum independent set of G.
We transform G into an instance of Max Min FVS as follows: For every pair of u, v ∈ V ,
we add n vertices such that they are adjacent only to u and v. We denote by Iuv the set of
such vertices. Then Iuv is an independent set. Let G′ = (V ′, E′) be the constructed graph.
We now make the following two claims:
B Claim 18. mmfvs(G′) ≥ (n− 1)(α(G)2 )
Proof. We construct a minimal fvs of G′ as follows: let C be a minimum vertex cover of G.
Then we begin with the set that contains C and the union of all Iuv (which is clearly an fvs)
and remove vertices from it until it becomes minimal. Let S be the final minimal fvs. We
observe that for all u, v ∈ V \C, S contains at least n− 1 of the vertices of Iuv. Since C is a
minimum vertex cover of G, there are
(
α(G)
2
)
pairs u, v ∈ V \ C. J
B Claim 19. mmfvs(G′) ≤ n(2α(G)2 )+ n
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Proof. Let S be a minimal fvs of G′ and F be the corresponding forest. It suffices to show
that |S \ V | ≤ n(2α(G)2 ), since |S ∩ V | ≤ n. Consider now a set Iuv. If u ∈ S or v ∈ S,
then Iuv ∩ S = ∅, because all vertices of Iuv have at most one neighbor in F , and are
therefore redundant. So, Iuv contains (at most n) vertices of S only if u, v ∈ F . However,
|F ∩ V | ≤ 2α(G), because F is bipartite, so F ∩ V induces two independent sets, both of
which must be at most equal to the maximum independent set of G. So the number of pairs
u, v ∈ F ∩ V is at most (2α(G)2 ) and since each corresponding Iuv has size n, we get the
promised bound. J
The two claims together imply that there exist constants c1, c2 such that (for suffi-
ciently large n) we have c1n(α(G))2 ≤ mmfvs(G′) ≤ c2n(α(G))2. That is, mmfvs(G′) =
Θ(n(α(G))2).
Suppose now that there exists a polynomial-time approximation algorithm which, given
a graph G′, produces a minimal fvs S with the property mmfvs(G
′)
r ≤ |S| ≤ mmfvs(G′),
that is, there exists an r-approximation for Max Min FVS. Running this algorithm on
the instance we constructed, we obtain that c1n(α(G))
2
r ≤ |S| ≤ c2n(α(G))2. Therefore,
α(G)√
rc2/c1
≤
√
|S|
c2n
≤ α(G). As a result, we obtain an O(√r) approximation for the value of
α(G). We therefore conclude that, unless P = NP, any such algorithm must have
√
r > n1−,
for any  > 0, hence, r > n2−, for any  > 0. Since the graph G′ has N = Θ(n3) vertices,
we get that no approximation algorithm can achieve a ratio of N2/3−. J
We notice that in the construction of the previous theorem, the maximum degree of the
graph is approximately equal to the approximation gap. Thus, the following corollary also
holds.
I Corollary 20. For any positive constant , Max Min FVS is inapproximable within a
factor of ∆1− unless P = NP.
5.2 Hardness of Approximation in Sub-Exponential Time
In this section we extend Theorem 17 to the realm of sub-exponential time algorithms. We
recall the following result of Chalermsook et al.
I Theorem 21. [12] For any  > 0 and any sufficiently large r, if there exists an r-
approximation algorithm for Max Independent Set running in 2(n/r)1− , then the ran-
domized ETH is false.
We remark that Theorem 21, which gives an almost tight running time lower bound for
Max Independent Set, has already been used as a starting point to derive a similarly
tight bound for the running time of any sub-exponential time approximation for Max Min
VC. Here, we modify the proof of Theorem 17 to obtain a similarly tight result for Max
Min FVS. Nevertheless, the reduction for Max Min FVS is significantly more challenging,
because the ideas used in Theorem 17 involve an inherent quadratic (in n) blow-up of the
size of the instance. As a result, in addition to executing an appropriately modified version
of the reduction of Theorem 17, we are forced to add an extra “sparsification” step, and use
a probabilistic analysis with Chernoff bounds to argue that this step does not destroy the
inapproximability gap.
I Theorem 22. For any  > 0 and any sufficiently large r, if there exists an r-approximation
algorithm for Max Min FVS running in 2(n/r3/2)1− , then the randomized ETH is false.
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Proof. We recall some details about the reduction used to prove Theorem 21. The reduction
of [12] begins from a 3-SAT instance φ on n variables, and for any , r, constructs a graph
G with n1+r1+ vertices which (with high probability) satisfies the following properties: if
φ is satisfiable, then α(G) ≥ n1+r; otherwise α(G) ≤ n1+r2. Hence, any approximation
algorithm with ratio r1−2 for Max Independent Set would be able to distinguish between
the two cases (and solve the initial 3-SAT instance). If, furthermore, this algorithm runs in
2(|V |/r)1−2 , we get a sub-exponential algorithm for 3-SAT.
Suppose we are given , r, and we want to prove the claimed lower bound on the running
time of any algorithm that r-approximates Max Min FVS. To ease presentation, we will
assume that r is the square of an integer (this can be achieved without changing the value of
r by more than a small constant). We will also perform a reduction from 3-SAT to show that
an algorithm that achieves this ratio too rapidly would give a sub-exponential (randomized)
algorithm for 3-SAT. We begin by executing the reduction of [12], starting from a 3-SAT
instance φ on n variables, but adjusting their parameter r appropriately so we obtain a graph
G with the following properties (with high probability):
|V (G)| = n1+r1/2+
If φ is satisfiable, then α(G) ≥ n1+r1/2
If φ is not satisfiable, then α(G) ≤ n1+r2
We now construct a graph G′ as follows: for each pair u, v ∈ V (G), we introduce an
independent set Iuv of size
√
r connected to u, v. We claim that G′ has the following
properties (assuming G has the properties cited above):
|V (G′)| = Θ(n2+2r3/2+2)
If φ is satisfiable, then mmfvs(G′) = Ω(n2+2r3/2)
If φ is not satisfiable, then mmfvs(G′) = O(n2+2r1/2+4)
Before proceeding, let us establish the properties mentioned above. The size of |V (G′)|
is easy to bound, as for each of the
(|V (G)|
2
)
pairs of vertices of G we have constructed an
independent set of size
√
r. If φ is satisfiable, we construct a minimal fvs of G′ by starting
with a minimum vertex cover of G to which we add all vertices of all Iuv. We then make
this fvs minimal. We claim that for each Iuv for which u, v ∈ V \ C, our set will in the end
contain all of Iuv, except maybe at most one vertex. Furthermore, if one vertex of Iuv is
removed from the fvs as redundant, this decreases the number of components of the induced
forest that contain vertices of V (as u, v are now in the same component). This cannot
happen more than |V (G)| times. The number of Iuv with u, v ∈ V \C is
(
α(G)
2
)
= Ω(n2+2r).
So, mmfvs(G′) = Ω(n2+2r3/2 − |V (G)|).
For the third property, take any minimal fvs S of G′ and let F be the corresponding
forest. We have |F ∩ V | ≤ 2α(G), because F is bipartite. It is sufficient to bound |S \ V |
to obtain the bound (as |S ∩ V | is already small enough). To do this, we note that in a set
Iuv where u, v are not both in F , we have Iuv ∩ S = ∅, as all vertices of Iuv are redundant.
So, the number of sets Iuv which contribute vertices to S is at most
(|F∩V |
2
)
= O(n2+2r4).
Each such set has size
√
r, giving the claimed bound.
We have now constructed an instance where the gap between the values for mmfvs(G′),
depending on whether φ is satisfiable, is almost r (in fact, it is r1−4, but we can make it
equal to r by adjusting the parameters accordingly). The problem is that the order of the
new graph depends quadratically on n. This blow-up makes it impossible to obtain a running
time lower bound, as a fast approximation algorithm for Max Min FVS (say with running
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time 2n/r2) would not result in a sub-exponential algorithm for 3-SAT. We therefore need
to “sparsify” our instance.
We construct a graph G′′ by taking G′ and deleting every vertex of V (G′) \ V (G) with
probability n−1n . That is, every vertex of the independent sets Iuv we added survives
(independently) with probability 1/n. We now claim the following properties hold with high
probability:
|V (G′′)| = Θ(n1+2r3/2+2)
If φ is satisfiable, then mmfvs(G′′) = Ω(n1+2r3/2)
If φ is not satisfiable, then mmfvs(G′′) = O(n1+2r1/2+4)
Before we proceed, let us explain why if we establish that G′′ satisfies these properties,
then we obtain the theorem. Indeed, suppose that for some sufficiently large r and  > 0,
there exists an approximation algorithm for Max Min FVS with ratio r1−5 running in
time 2(N/r3/2)1−10 for graphs with N vertices. The algorithm has sufficiently small ratio
to distinguish between the two cases in our constructed graph G′′, as the ratio between
mmfvs(G′′) when φ is satisfiable or not is Ω(r1−4) (and r is sufficiently large), so we can
use the approximation algorithm to solve 3-SAT. Furthermore, to compute the running time
we see that N/r3/2 = Θ(n1+2r2) = O(n1+4). Therefore, (N/r3/2)1−10 = o(n) and we get
a sub-exponential time algorithm for 3-SAT. We conclude that for any sufficiently large r
and any  > 0, no algorithm achieves ratio r1−5 in time 2(N/r3/2)1−10 . By adjusting r, 
appropriately we get the statement of the theorem.
Let us therefore try to establish that the three claimed properties all hold with high
probability. We will use the following standard Chernoff bound: suppose X =
∑n
i=1Xi is
the sum of n independent random 0/1 variables Xi and that E[X] =
∑n
i=1E[Xi] = µ. Then,
for all δ ∈ (0, 1) we have Pr[|X − µ| ≥ δµ] ≤ 2e−µδ2/3
The first property is easy to establish: we define a random variable Xi for each vertex
of each Iuv of G′. This variable takes value 1 if the corresponding vertex appears in
G′′ and 0 otherwise. Let X be the sum of the Xi variables, which corresponds to the
number of such vertices appearing in G′′. Suppose that the number of vertices in sets
Iuv of G′ is cn2+2r3/2+2, where c is a constant. Then, E[X] = cn1+2r3/2+2. Also,
Pr[|X − E[X]| ≥ E[X]2 ] ≤ 2e−E[X]/12 = o(1). So with high probability, |V (G′′)| is of the
promised magnitude.
The second property is also straightforward. This time we consider a maximum minimal
fvs S of G′ of size cn2+2r3/2. Again, we define an indicator variable for each vertex of this
set in sets Iuv. The expected number of such vertices that survive in G′′ is cn1+2r3/2. As in
the previous paragraph, with high probability the actual number will be close to this bound.
We now need to argue that (almost) the same set is a minimal fvs of G′′. We start in G′′
with (the surviving vertices of) S, which is clearly an fvs of G′′, and delete vertices until the
set is minimal. We claim that the size of the set will decrease by at most |V (G)| = n1+r1+.
Indeed, if S ∩ Iuv 6= ∅, then u, v 6∈ S. The two vertices u, v are (deterministically) included in
G′′ and start out in the corresponding induced forest in our solution. If a vertex of S ∩ Iuv is
deleted as redundant, placing that vertex in the forest will put u, v in the same component,
reducing the number of components of the forest with vertices from |V (G)|. This can happen
at most |V (G)| times. Since |V (G)| < c10 (n1+2r3/2) (for n, r sufficiently large), deleting
these redundant vertices will not change the order of magnitude of the solution.
Finally, in order to establish the third property we need to consider every possible minimal
fvs of G′′ and show that none of them end up being too large. Consider a set F ⊆ V (G)
that induces a forest in G. Our goal is to prove that any minimal fvs S of G′′ that satisfies
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<latexit sha1_base64="QdUQ39O7vDqzVz0cEhIjDhO/AA8=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghRLpW7KjQhKVwU3Lqu1tuCjJHHUYJqEJC1o6A/4Abpw4QNExM9w4w+46CeIK1Fw48LbNCAq6h1m5syZe+6cmVFtQ3c9omZE6 ujs6u6J9sb6+gcGh+LDI2uuVXM0UdQsw3LKquIKQzdF0dM9Q5RtRyhV1RAldX+xtV+qC8fVLXPVO7DFZlXZNfUdXVM8pja0LT89O9Oo+EJuVOJJylAQiZ9 ADkESYeSt+DU2sA0LGmqoQsCEx9iAApfbOmQQbOY24TPnMNKDfYEGYqytcZbgDIXZfR53ebUesiavWzXdQK3xKQZ3h5UJpOiBbuiF7umWHun911p+UKPl5 YBnta0VdmXoaLzw9q+qyrOHvU/Vn5497GAh8KqzdztgWrfQ2vr64clLIbuS8qfpkp7Y/wU16Y5vYNZftatlsXKKGH+A/P25f4K12YxMGXl5LpnLhl8RxQS mkOb3nkcOS8ijyOfaOMYZziPP0pg0KSXaqVIk1IziS0gzHwg1jg8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QdUQ39O7vDqzVz0cEhIjDhO/AA8=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghRLpW7KjQhKVwU3Lqu1tuCjJHHUYJqEJC1o6A/4Abpw4QNExM9w4w+46CeIK1Fw48LbNCAq6h1m5syZe+6cmVFtQ3c9omZE6 ujs6u6J9sb6+gcGh+LDI2uuVXM0UdQsw3LKquIKQzdF0dM9Q5RtRyhV1RAldX+xtV+qC8fVLXPVO7DFZlXZNfUdXVM8pja0LT89O9Oo+EJuVOJJylAQiZ9 ADkESYeSt+DU2sA0LGmqoQsCEx9iAApfbOmQQbOY24TPnMNKDfYEGYqytcZbgDIXZfR53ebUesiavWzXdQK3xKQZ3h5UJpOiBbuiF7umWHun911p+UKPl5 YBnta0VdmXoaLzw9q+qyrOHvU/Vn5497GAh8KqzdztgWrfQ2vr64clLIbuS8qfpkp7Y/wU16Y5vYNZftatlsXKKGH+A/P25f4K12YxMGXl5LpnLhl8RxQS mkOb3nkcOS8ijyOfaOMYZziPP0pg0KSXaqVIk1IziS0gzHwg1jg8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QdUQ39O7vDqzVz0cEhIjDhO/AA8=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghRLpW7KjQhKVwU3Lqu1tuCjJHHUYJqEJC1o6A/4Abpw4QNExM9w4w+46CeIK1Fw48LbNCAq6h1m5syZe+6cmVFtQ3c9omZE6 ujs6u6J9sb6+gcGh+LDI2uuVXM0UdQsw3LKquIKQzdF0dM9Q5RtRyhV1RAldX+xtV+qC8fVLXPVO7DFZlXZNfUdXVM8pja0LT89O9Oo+EJuVOJJylAQiZ9 ADkESYeSt+DU2sA0LGmqoQsCEx9iAApfbOmQQbOY24TPnMNKDfYEGYqytcZbgDIXZfR53ebUesiavWzXdQK3xKQZ3h5UJpOiBbuiF7umWHun911p+UKPl5 YBnta0VdmXoaLzw9q+qyrOHvU/Vn5497GAh8KqzdztgWrfQ2vr64clLIbuS8qfpkp7Y/wU16Y5vYNZftatlsXKKGH+A/P25f4K12YxMGXl5LpnLhl8RxQS mkOb3nkcOS8ijyOfaOMYZziPP0pg0KSXaqVIk1IziS0gzHwg1jg8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QdUQ39O7vDqzVz0cEhIjDhO/AA8=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghRLpW7KjQhKVwU3Lqu1tuCjJHHUYJqEJC1o6A/4Abpw4QNExM9w4w+46CeIK1Fw48LbNCAq6h1m5syZe+6cmVFtQ3c9omZE6 ujs6u6J9sb6+gcGh+LDI2uuVXM0UdQsw3LKquIKQzdF0dM9Q5RtRyhV1RAldX+xtV+qC8fVLXPVO7DFZlXZNfUdXVM8pja0LT89O9Oo+EJuVOJJylAQiZ9 ADkESYeSt+DU2sA0LGmqoQsCEx9iAApfbOmQQbOY24TPnMNKDfYEGYqytcZbgDIXZfR53ebUesiavWzXdQK3xKQZ3h5UJpOiBbuiF7umWHun911p+UKPl5 YBnta0VdmXoaLzw9q+qyrOHvU/Vn5497GAh8KqzdztgWrfQ2vr64clLIbuS8qfpkp7Y/wU16Y5vYNZftatlsXKKGH+A/P25f4K12YxMGXl5LpnLhl8RxQS mkOb3nkcOS8ijyOfaOMYZziPP0pg0KSXaqVIk1IziS0gzHwg1jg8=</latexit>
c
(2)
e2
<latexit sha1_base64="nsJyRdH/5iQc4sSJ/8M36RLmE64=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2N7/po1YWCIMWi6KbcFEFxJbhxqdbagtaSxFFD0yQkaaGG/oAfoAsXPkBE/Aw3/oCLfoK4EgU3LrxNA6JFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H1IhIH Z1d3T29fdH+gcGhWHx4ZMu1Ko4mspplWE5eVVxh6KbIerpniLztCKWsGiKnllaa+7mqcFzdMje9mi0KZeXA1Pd1TfGY2tF2/dn0XL3oi3S9GE9SioJItAM 5BEmEsWbFb7CDPVjQUEEZAiY8xgYUuNy2IYNgM1eAz5zDSA/2BeqIsrbCWYIzFGZLPB7wajtkTV43a7qBWuNTDO4OKxOYpke6pVd6oDt6oo9fa/lBjaaXG s9qSyvsYux4PPP+r6rMs4fDL9Wfnj3sYzHwqrN3O2Cat9Ba+urR6WtmaWPan6Eremb/l9Sge76BWX3TrtfFxhmi/AHyz+duB1vplEwpeX0+ubwUfkUvJjC FWX7vBSxjFWvI8rk2TnCOi8iLNCZNSolWqhQJNaP4FtLcJwo2jhA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nsJyRdH/5iQc4sSJ/8M36RLmE64=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2N7/po1YWCIMWi6KbcFEFxJbhxqdbagtaSxFFD0yQkaaGG/oAfoAsXPkBE/Aw3/oCLfoK4EgU3LrxNA6JFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H1IhIH Z1d3T29fdH+gcGhWHx4ZMu1Ko4mspplWE5eVVxh6KbIerpniLztCKWsGiKnllaa+7mqcFzdMje9mi0KZeXA1Pd1TfGY2tF2/dn0XL3oi3S9GE9SioJItAM 5BEmEsWbFb7CDPVjQUEEZAiY8xgYUuNy2IYNgM1eAz5zDSA/2BeqIsrbCWYIzFGZLPB7wajtkTV43a7qBWuNTDO4OKxOYpke6pVd6oDt6oo9fa/lBjaaXG s9qSyvsYux4PPP+r6rMs4fDL9Wfnj3sYzHwqrN3O2Cat9Ba+urR6WtmaWPan6Eremb/l9Sge76BWX3TrtfFxhmi/AHyz+duB1vplEwpeX0+ubwUfkUvJjC FWX7vBSxjFWvI8rk2TnCOi8iLNCZNSolWqhQJNaP4FtLcJwo2jhA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nsJyRdH/5iQc4sSJ/8M36RLmE64=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2N7/po1YWCIMWi6KbcFEFxJbhxqdbagtaSxFFD0yQkaaGG/oAfoAsXPkBE/Aw3/oCLfoK4EgU3LrxNA6JFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H1IhIH Z1d3T29fdH+gcGhWHx4ZMu1Ko4mspplWE5eVVxh6KbIerpniLztCKWsGiKnllaa+7mqcFzdMje9mi0KZeXA1Pd1TfGY2tF2/dn0XL3oi3S9GE9SioJItAM 5BEmEsWbFb7CDPVjQUEEZAiY8xgYUuNy2IYNgM1eAz5zDSA/2BeqIsrbCWYIzFGZLPB7wajtkTV43a7qBWuNTDO4OKxOYpke6pVd6oDt6oo9fa/lBjaaXG s9qSyvsYux4PPP+r6rMs4fDL9Wfnj3sYzHwqrN3O2Cat9Ba+urR6WtmaWPan6Eremb/l9Sge76BWX3TrtfFxhmi/AHyz+duB1vplEwpeX0+ubwUfkUvJjC FWX7vBSxjFWvI8rk2TnCOi8iLNCZNSolWqhQJNaP4FtLcJwo2jhA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nsJyRdH/5iQc4sSJ/8M36RLmE64=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2N7/po1YWCIMWi6KbcFEFxJbhxqdbagtaSxFFD0yQkaaGG/oAfoAsXPkBE/Aw3/oCLfoK4EgU3LrxNA6JFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H1IhIH Z1d3T29fdH+gcGhWHx4ZMu1Ko4mspplWE5eVVxh6KbIerpniLztCKWsGiKnllaa+7mqcFzdMje9mi0KZeXA1Pd1TfGY2tF2/dn0XL3oi3S9GE9SioJItAM 5BEmEsWbFb7CDPVjQUEEZAiY8xgYUuNy2IYNgM1eAz5zDSA/2BeqIsrbCWYIzFGZLPB7wajtkTV43a7qBWuNTDO4OKxOYpke6pVd6oDt6oo9fa/lBjaaXG s9qSyvsYux4PPP+r6rMs4fDL9Wfnj3sYzHwqrN3O2Cat9Ba+urR6WtmaWPan6Eremb/l9Sge76BWX3TrtfFxhmi/AHyz+duB1vplEwpeX0+ubwUfkUvJjC FWX7vBSxjFWvI8rk2TnCOi8iLNCZNSolWqhQJNaP4FtLcJwo2jhA=</latexit>
c
(2)
e3
<latexit sha1_base64="59OIA8PSB9A9pCkup7aNrUj8bdk=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghSLoptyUwWlK8GNS1+1hVZLEscaTJOQpIUa+gN+gC5c+AAR8TPc+AMu/ARxJQpuXHibBkRFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H9BCR2 to7Orui3bGe3r7+gfjg0KZrVR1NZDXLsJy8qrjC0E2R9XTPEHnbEUpFNURO3V9q7udqwnF1y9zw6rbYqihlU9/VNcVjqqht+9PpmUbJF7ONUjxJKQoi8RP IIUgijBUrfoUidmBBQxUVCJjwGBtQ4HIrQAbBZm4LPnMOIz3YF2ggxtoqZwnOUJjd57HMq0LImrxu1nQDtcanGNwdViYwSfd0TS90Rzf0SO+/1vKDGk0vd Z7VllbYpYHD0fW3f1UVnj3sfar+9OxhFwuBV5292wHTvIXW0tcOjl/WM2uT/hRd0BP7P6cHuuUbmLVX7XJVrJ0gxh8gf3/un2AznZIpJa/OJRcz4VdEMYY JTPN7z2MRy1hBls+1cYRTnEWepRFpXEq0UqVIqBnGl5BmPgAMN44R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="59OIA8PSB9A9pCkup7aNrUj8bdk=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghSLoptyUwWlK8GNS1+1hVZLEscaTJOQpIUa+gN+gC5c+AAR8TPc+AMu/ARxJQpuXHibBkRFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H9BCR2 to7Orui3bGe3r7+gfjg0KZrVR1NZDXLsJy8qrjC0E2R9XTPEHnbEUpFNURO3V9q7udqwnF1y9zw6rbYqihlU9/VNcVjqqht+9PpmUbJF7ONUjxJKQoi8RP IIUgijBUrfoUidmBBQxUVCJjwGBtQ4HIrQAbBZm4LPnMOIz3YF2ggxtoqZwnOUJjd57HMq0LImrxu1nQDtcanGNwdViYwSfd0TS90Rzf0SO+/1vKDGk0vd Z7VllbYpYHD0fW3f1UVnj3sfar+9OxhFwuBV5292wHTvIXW0tcOjl/WM2uT/hRd0BP7P6cHuuUbmLVX7XJVrJ0gxh8gf3/un2AznZIpJa/OJRcz4VdEMYY JTPN7z2MRy1hBls+1cYRTnEWepRFpXEq0UqVIqBnGl5BmPgAMN44R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="59OIA8PSB9A9pCkup7aNrUj8bdk=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghSLoptyUwWlK8GNS1+1hVZLEscaTJOQpIUa+gN+gC5c+AAR8TPc+AMu/ARxJQpuXHibBkRFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H9BCR2 to7Orui3bGe3r7+gfjg0KZrVR1NZDXLsJy8qrjC0E2R9XTPEHnbEUpFNURO3V9q7udqwnF1y9zw6rbYqihlU9/VNcVjqqht+9PpmUbJF7ONUjxJKQoi8RP IIUgijBUrfoUidmBBQxUVCJjwGBtQ4HIrQAbBZm4LPnMOIz3YF2ggxtoqZwnOUJjd57HMq0LImrxu1nQDtcanGNwdViYwSfd0TS90Rzf0SO+/1vKDGk0vd Z7VllbYpYHD0fW3f1UVnj3sfar+9OxhFwuBV5292wHTvIXW0tcOjl/WM2uT/hRd0BP7P6cHuuUbmLVX7XJVrJ0gxh8gf3/un2AznZIpJa/OJRcz4VdEMYY JTPN7z2MRy1hBls+1cYRTnEWepRFpXEq0UqVIqBnGl5BmPgAMN44R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="59OIA8PSB9A9pCkup7aNrUj8bdk=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghSLoptyUwWlK8GNS1+1hVZLEscaTJOQpIUa+gN+gC5c+AAR8TPc+AMu/ARxJQpuXHibBkRFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H9BCR2 to7Orui3bGe3r7+gfjg0KZrVR1NZDXLsJy8qrjC0E2R9XTPEHnbEUpFNURO3V9q7udqwnF1y9zw6rbYqihlU9/VNcVjqqht+9PpmUbJF7ONUjxJKQoi8RP IIUgijBUrfoUidmBBQxUVCJjwGBtQ4HIrQAbBZm4LPnMOIz3YF2ggxtoqZwnOUJjd57HMq0LImrxu1nQDtcanGNwdViYwSfd0TS90Rzf0SO+/1vKDGk0vd Z7VllbYpYHD0fW3f1UVnj3sfar+9OxhFwuBV5292wHTvIXW0tcOjl/WM2uT/hRd0BP7P6cHuuUbmLVX7XJVrJ0gxh8gf3/un2AznZIpJa/OJRcz4VdEMYY JTPN7z2MRy1hBls+1cYRTnEWepRFpXEq0UqVIqBnGl5BmPgAMN44R</latexit>
c
(2)
e4
<latexit sha1_base64="m4cpS44U9768X5B/akmU8FHaOeA=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghSLoptyI4LSVcGNy1ZtLVQtSRw1mCYhSQs19Af8AF248AEi4me48Qdc9BPElSi4ceFtGhAV9Q4zc+bMPXfOzKi2obseUTMid XR2dfdEe2N9/QODQ/HhkYJrVR1N5DXLsJyiqrjC0E2R93TPEEXbEUpFNcSGerDc2t+oCcfVLXPdq9tiq6LsmfqurikeU5vatj87P9co+2KhUY4nKUVBJH4 COQRJhJG14tfYxA4saKiiAgETHmMDClxuJcgg2MxtwWfOYaQH+wINxFhb5SzBGQqzBzzu8aoUsiavWzXdQK3xKQZ3h5UJTNMD3dAL3dMtPdL7r7X8oEbLS 51nta0VdnnoaHzt7V9VhWcP+5+qPz172MVS4FVn73bAtG6htfW1w5OXtfTqtD9Dl/TE/i+oSXd8A7P2ql3lxOopYvwB8vfn/gkK8ymZUnJuIZlJh18RxQS mMMvvvYgMVpBFns+1cYwznEeepTFpUkq0U6VIqBnFl5DmPgAOOI4S</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m4cpS44U9768X5B/akmU8FHaOeA=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghSLoptyI4LSVcGNy1ZtLVQtSRw1mCYhSQs19Af8AF248AEi4me48Qdc9BPElSi4ceFtGhAV9Q4zc+bMPXfOzKi2obseUTMid XR2dfdEe2N9/QODQ/HhkYJrVR1N5DXLsJyiqrjC0E2R93TPEEXbEUpFNcSGerDc2t+oCcfVLXPdq9tiq6LsmfqurikeU5vatj87P9co+2KhUY4nKUVBJH4 COQRJhJG14tfYxA4saKiiAgETHmMDClxuJcgg2MxtwWfOYaQH+wINxFhb5SzBGQqzBzzu8aoUsiavWzXdQK3xKQZ3h5UJTNMD3dAL3dMtPdL7r7X8oEbLS 51nta0VdnnoaHzt7V9VhWcP+5+qPz172MVS4FVn73bAtG6htfW1w5OXtfTqtD9Dl/TE/i+oSXd8A7P2ql3lxOopYvwB8vfn/gkK8ymZUnJuIZlJh18RxQS mMMvvvYgMVpBFns+1cYwznEeepTFpUkq0U6VIqBnFl5DmPgAOOI4S</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m4cpS44U9768X5B/akmU8FHaOeA=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghSLoptyI4LSVcGNy1ZtLVQtSRw1mCYhSQs19Af8AF248AEi4me48Qdc9BPElSi4ceFtGhAV9Q4zc+bMPXfOzKi2obseUTMid XR2dfdEe2N9/QODQ/HhkYJrVR1N5DXLsJyiqrjC0E2R93TPEEXbEUpFNcSGerDc2t+oCcfVLXPdq9tiq6LsmfqurikeU5vatj87P9co+2KhUY4nKUVBJH4 COQRJhJG14tfYxA4saKiiAgETHmMDClxuJcgg2MxtwWfOYaQH+wINxFhb5SzBGQqzBzzu8aoUsiavWzXdQK3xKQZ3h5UJTNMD3dAL3dMtPdL7r7X8oEbLS 51nta0VdnnoaHzt7V9VhWcP+5+qPz172MVS4FVn73bAtG6htfW1w5OXtfTqtD9Dl/TE/i+oSXd8A7P2ql3lxOopYvwB8vfn/gkK8ymZUnJuIZlJh18RxQS mMMvvvYgMVpBFns+1cYwznEeepTFpUkq0U6VIqBnFl5DmPgAOOI4S</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m4cpS44U9768X5B/akmU8FHaOeA=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghSLoptyI4LSVcGNy1ZtLVQtSRw1mCYhSQs19Af8AF248AEi4me48Qdc9BPElSi4ceFtGhAV9Q4zc+bMPXfOzKi2obseUTMid XR2dfdEe2N9/QODQ/HhkYJrVR1N5DXLsJyiqrjC0E2R93TPEEXbEUpFNcSGerDc2t+oCcfVLXPdq9tiq6LsmfqurikeU5vatj87P9co+2KhUY4nKUVBJH4 COQRJhJG14tfYxA4saKiiAgETHmMDClxuJcgg2MxtwWfOYaQH+wINxFhb5SzBGQqzBzzu8aoUsiavWzXdQK3xKQZ3h5UJTNMD3dAL3dMtPdL7r7X8oEbLS 51nta0VdnnoaHzt7V9VhWcP+5+qPz172MVS4FVn73bAtG6htfW1w5OXtfTqtD9Dl/TE/i+oSXd8A7P2ql3lxOopYvwB8vfn/gkK8ymZUnJuIZlJh18RxQS mMMvvvYgMVpBFns+1cYwznEeepTFpUkq0U6VIqBnFl5DmPgAOOI4S</latexit>
c
(2)
e5
<latexit sha1_base64="d2gKD5LrxL+qjNoKH0DzUp+9n1g=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghSLoptyUxSlK8GNS1+1hVZLEscaTJOQpIUa+gN+gC5c+AAR8TPc+AMu/ARxJQpuXHibBkRFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H9BCR2 to7Orui3bGe3r7+gfjg0KZrVR1NZDXLsJy8qrjC0E2R9XTPEHnbEUpFNURO3V9q7udqwnF1y9zw6rbYqihlU9/VNcVjqqht+9PpmUbJF3ONUjxJKQoi8RP IIUgijBUrfoUidmBBQxUVCJjwGBtQ4HIrQAbBZm4LPnMOIz3YF2ggxtoqZwnOUJjd57HMq0LImrxu1nQDtcanGNwdViYwSfd0TS90Rzf0SO+/1vKDGk0vd Z7VllbYpYHD0fW3f1UVnj3sfar+9OxhFwuBV5292wHTvIXW0tcOjl/WM2uT/hRd0BP7P6cHuuUbmLVX7XJVrJ0gxh8gf3/un2AznZIpJa/OJhcz4VdEMYY JTPN7z2MRy1hBls+1cYRTnEWepRFpXEq0UqVIqBnGl5BmPgAQOY4T</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="d2gKD5LrxL+qjNoKH0DzUp+9n1g=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghSLoptyUxSlK8GNS1+1hVZLEscaTJOQpIUa+gN+gC5c+AAR8TPc+AMu/ARxJQpuXHibBkRFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H9BCR2 to7Orui3bGe3r7+gfjg0KZrVR1NZDXLsJy8qrjC0E2R9XTPEHnbEUpFNURO3V9q7udqwnF1y9zw6rbYqihlU9/VNcVjqqht+9PpmUbJF3ONUjxJKQoi8RP IIUgijBUrfoUidmBBQxUVCJjwGBtQ4HIrQAbBZm4LPnMOIz3YF2ggxtoqZwnOUJjd57HMq0LImrxu1nQDtcanGNwdViYwSfd0TS90Rzf0SO+/1vKDGk0vd Z7VllbYpYHD0fW3f1UVnj3sfar+9OxhFwuBV5292wHTvIXW0tcOjl/WM2uT/hRd0BP7P6cHuuUbmLVX7XJVrJ0gxh8gf3/un2AznZIpJa/OJhcz4VdEMYY JTPN7z2MRy1hBls+1cYRTnEWepRFpXEq0UqVIqBnGl5BmPgAQOY4T</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="d2gKD5LrxL+qjNoKH0DzUp+9n1g=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghSLoptyUxSlK8GNS1+1hVZLEscaTJOQpIUa+gN+gC5c+AAR8TPc+AMu/ARxJQpuXHibBkRFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H9BCR2 to7Orui3bGe3r7+gfjg0KZrVR1NZDXLsJy8qrjC0E2R9XTPEHnbEUpFNURO3V9q7udqwnF1y9zw6rbYqihlU9/VNcVjqqht+9PpmUbJF3ONUjxJKQoi8RP IIUgijBUrfoUidmBBQxUVCJjwGBtQ4HIrQAbBZm4LPnMOIz3YF2ggxtoqZwnOUJjd57HMq0LImrxu1nQDtcanGNwdViYwSfd0TS90Rzf0SO+/1vKDGk0vd Z7VllbYpYHD0fW3f1UVnj3sfar+9OxhFwuBV5292wHTvIXW0tcOjl/WM2uT/hRd0BP7P6cHuuUbmLVX7XJVrJ0gxh8gf3/un2AznZIpJa/OJhcz4VdEMYY JTPN7z2MRy1hBls+1cYRTnEWepRFpXEq0UqVIqBnGl5BmPgAQOY4T</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="d2gKD5LrxL+qjNoKH0DzUp+9n1g=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghSLoptyUxSlK8GNS1+1hVZLEscaTJOQpIUa+gN+gC5c+AAR8TPc+AMu/ARxJQpuXHibBkRFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H9BCR2 to7Orui3bGe3r7+gfjg0KZrVR1NZDXLsJy8qrjC0E2R9XTPEHnbEUpFNURO3V9q7udqwnF1y9zw6rbYqihlU9/VNcVjqqht+9PpmUbJF3ONUjxJKQoi8RP IIUgijBUrfoUidmBBQxUVCJjwGBtQ4HIrQAbBZm4LPnMOIz3YF2ggxtoqZwnOUJjd57HMq0LImrxu1nQDtcanGNwdViYwSfd0TS90Rzf0SO+/1vKDGk0vd Z7VllbYpYHD0fW3f1UVnj3sfar+9OxhFwuBV5292wHTvIXW0tcOjl/WM2uT/hRd0BP7P6cHuuUbmLVX7XJVrJ0gxh8gf3/un2AznZIpJa/OJhcz4VdEMYY JTPN7z2MRy1hBls+1cYRTnEWepRFpXEq0UqVIqBnGl5BmPgAQOY4T</latexit>
c
(2)
e6
<latexit sha1_base64="Un1dT2bP84Pk6OOI4S0gJIjvyBk=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghSLoptyU0SlK8GNS1+1hVZLEscaTJOQpIUa+gN+gC5c+AAR8TPc+AMu/ARxJQpuXHibBkRFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H9BCR2 to7Orui3bGe3r7+gfjg0KZrVR1NZDXLsJy8qrjC0E2R9XTPEHnbEUpFNURO3V9q7udqwnF1y9zw6rbYqihlU9/VNcVjqqht+9PpmUbJF3ONUjxJKQoi8RP IIUgijBUrfoUidmBBQxUVCJjwGBtQ4HIrQAbBZm4LPnMOIz3YF2ggxtoqZwnOUJjd57HMq0LImrxu1nQDtcanGNwdViYwSfd0TS90Rzf0SO+/1vKDGk0vd Z7VllbYpYHD0fW3f1UVnj3sfar+9OxhFwuBV5292wHTvIXW0tcOjl/WM2uT/hRd0BP7P6cHuuUbmLVX7XJVrJ0gxh8gf3/un2AznZIpJa/OJhcz4VdEMYY JTPN7z2MRy1hBls+1cYRTnEWepRFpXEq0UqVIqBnGl5BmPgASOo4U</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Un1dT2bP84Pk6OOI4S0gJIjvyBk=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghSLoptyU0SlK8GNS1+1hVZLEscaTJOQpIUa+gN+gC5c+AAR8TPc+AMu/ARxJQpuXHibBkRFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H9BCR2 to7Orui3bGe3r7+gfjg0KZrVR1NZDXLsJy8qrjC0E2R9XTPEHnbEUpFNURO3V9q7udqwnF1y9zw6rbYqihlU9/VNcVjqqht+9PpmUbJF3ONUjxJKQoi8RP IIUgijBUrfoUidmBBQxUVCJjwGBtQ4HIrQAbBZm4LPnMOIz3YF2ggxtoqZwnOUJjd57HMq0LImrxu1nQDtcanGNwdViYwSfd0TS90Rzf0SO+/1vKDGk0vd Z7VllbYpYHD0fW3f1UVnj3sfar+9OxhFwuBV5292wHTvIXW0tcOjl/WM2uT/hRd0BP7P6cHuuUbmLVX7XJVrJ0gxh8gf3/un2AznZIpJa/OJhcz4VdEMYY JTPN7z2MRy1hBls+1cYRTnEWepRFpXEq0UqVIqBnGl5BmPgASOo4U</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Un1dT2bP84Pk6OOI4S0gJIjvyBk=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghSLoptyU0SlK8GNS1+1hVZLEscaTJOQpIUa+gN+gC5c+AAR8TPc+AMu/ARxJQpuXHibBkRFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H9BCR2 to7Orui3bGe3r7+gfjg0KZrVR1NZDXLsJy8qrjC0E2R9XTPEHnbEUpFNURO3V9q7udqwnF1y9zw6rbYqihlU9/VNcVjqqht+9PpmUbJF3ONUjxJKQoi8RP IIUgijBUrfoUidmBBQxUVCJjwGBtQ4HIrQAbBZm4LPnMOIz3YF2ggxtoqZwnOUJjd57HMq0LImrxu1nQDtcanGNwdViYwSfd0TS90Rzf0SO+/1vKDGk0vd Z7VllbYpYHD0fW3f1UVnj3sfar+9OxhFwuBV5292wHTvIXW0tcOjl/WM2uT/hRd0BP7P6cHuuUbmLVX7XJVrJ0gxh8gf3/un2AznZIpJa/OJhcz4VdEMYY JTPN7z2MRy1hBls+1cYRTnEWepRFpXEq0UqVIqBnGl5BmPgASOo4U</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Un1dT2bP84Pk6OOI4S0gJIjvyBk=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghSLoptyU0SlK8GNS1+1hVZLEscaTJOQpIUa+gN+gC5c+AAR8TPc+AMu/ARxJQpuXHibBkRFvcPMnDlzz50zM6pt6K5H9BCR2 to7Orui3bGe3r7+gfjg0KZrVR1NZDXLsJy8qrjC0E2R9XTPEHnbEUpFNURO3V9q7udqwnF1y9zw6rbYqihlU9/VNcVjqqht+9PpmUbJF3ONUjxJKQoi8RP IIUgijBUrfoUidmBBQxUVCJjwGBtQ4HIrQAbBZm4LPnMOIz3YF2ggxtoqZwnOUJjd57HMq0LImrxu1nQDtcanGNwdViYwSfd0TS90Rzf0SO+/1vKDGk0vd Z7VllbYpYHD0fW3f1UVnj3sfar+9OxhFwuBV5292wHTvIXW0tcOjl/WM2uT/hRd0BP7P6cHuuUbmLVX7XJVrJ0gxh8gf3/un2AznZIpJa/OJhcz4VdEMYY JTPN7z2MRy1hBls+1cYRTnEWepRFpXEq0UqVIqBnGl5BmPgASOo4U</latexit>c
(1)
e6
<latexit sha1_base64="TRfFEz3/XGXYBtxltKpV5KytvOY=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghRLRTflRkSlq4Ibl75qBR8liWMNpklI0kIN/QE/QBcufICI+Blu/AEXfoK4kgpuXHibBkSLeoeZOXPmnjtnZlTb0F2P6Ckit bV3dHZFu2M9vX39A/HBoQ3XKjuayGmWYTmbquIKQzdFztM9Q2zajlBKqiHy6uFiYz9fEY6rW+a6V7XFTkkpmvq+rikeU9varj8lT9cKvpirFeJJSlMQiVY ghyCJMJat+A22sQcLGsooQcCEx9iAApfbFmQQbOZ24DPnMNKDfYEaYqwtc5bgDIXZQx6LvNoKWZPXjZpuoNb4FIO7w8oEUvRIt1SnB7qjZ/r4tZYf1Gh4q fKsNrXCLgwcj669/6sq8ezh4Ev1p2cP+1gIvOrs3Q6Yxi20pr5ydFpfy6ym/Em6ohf2f0lPdM83MCtv2vWKWD1DjD9A/vncrWBjJi1TWl6ZTWYz4VdEMYY JTPF7zyOLJSwjx+faOME5LiKv0og0LiWaqVIk1AzjW0jTnxAzjhM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TRfFEz3/XGXYBtxltKpV5KytvOY=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghRLRTflRkSlq4Ibl75qBR8liWMNpklI0kIN/QE/QBcufICI+Blu/AEXfoK4kgpuXHibBkSLeoeZOXPmnjtnZlTb0F2P6Ckit bV3dHZFu2M9vX39A/HBoQ3XKjuayGmWYTmbquIKQzdFztM9Q2zajlBKqiHy6uFiYz9fEY6rW+a6V7XFTkkpmvq+rikeU9varj8lT9cKvpirFeJJSlMQiVY ghyCJMJat+A22sQcLGsooQcCEx9iAApfbFmQQbOZ24DPnMNKDfYEaYqwtc5bgDIXZQx6LvNoKWZPXjZpuoNb4FIO7w8oEUvRIt1SnB7qjZ/r4tZYf1Gh4q fKsNrXCLgwcj669/6sq8ezh4Ev1p2cP+1gIvOrs3Q6Yxi20pr5ydFpfy6ym/Em6ohf2f0lPdM83MCtv2vWKWD1DjD9A/vncrWBjJi1TWl6ZTWYz4VdEMYY JTPF7zyOLJSwjx+faOME5LiKv0og0LiWaqVIk1AzjW0jTnxAzjhM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TRfFEz3/XGXYBtxltKpV5KytvOY=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghRLRTflRkSlq4Ibl75qBR8liWMNpklI0kIN/QE/QBcufICI+Blu/AEXfoK4kgpuXHibBkSLeoeZOXPmnjtnZlTb0F2P6Ckit bV3dHZFu2M9vX39A/HBoQ3XKjuayGmWYTmbquIKQzdFztM9Q2zajlBKqiHy6uFiYz9fEY6rW+a6V7XFTkkpmvq+rikeU9varj8lT9cKvpirFeJJSlMQiVY ghyCJMJat+A22sQcLGsooQcCEx9iAApfbFmQQbOZ24DPnMNKDfYEaYqwtc5bgDIXZQx6LvNoKWZPXjZpuoNb4FIO7w8oEUvRIt1SnB7qjZ/r4tZYf1Gh4q fKsNrXCLgwcj669/6sq8ezh4Ev1p2cP+1gIvOrs3Q6Yxi20pr5ydFpfy6ym/Em6ohf2f0lPdM83MCtv2vWKWD1DjD9A/vncrWBjJi1TWl6ZTWYz4VdEMYY JTPF7zyOLJSwjx+faOME5LiKv0og0LiWaqVIk1AzjW0jTnxAzjhM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TRfFEz3/XGXYBtxltKpV5KytvOY=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghRLRTflRkSlq4Ibl75qBR8liWMNpklI0kIN/QE/QBcufICI+Blu/AEXfoK4kgpuXHibBkSLeoeZOXPmnjtnZlTb0F2P6Ckit bV3dHZFu2M9vX39A/HBoQ3XKjuayGmWYTmbquIKQzdFztM9Q2zajlBKqiHy6uFiYz9fEY6rW+a6V7XFTkkpmvq+rikeU9varj8lT9cKvpirFeJJSlMQiVY ghyCJMJat+A22sQcLGsooQcCEx9iAApfbFmQQbOZ24DPnMNKDfYEaYqwtc5bgDIXZQx6LvNoKWZPXjZpuoNb4FIO7w8oEUvRIt1SnB7qjZ/r4tZYf1Gh4q fKsNrXCLgwcj669/6sq8ezh4Ev1p2cP+1gIvOrs3Q6Yxi20pr5ydFpfy6ym/Em6ohf2f0lPdM83MCtv2vWKWD1DjD9A/vncrWBjJi1TWl6ZTWYz4VdEMYY JTPF7zyOLJSwjx+faOME5LiKv0og0LiWaqVIk1AzjW0jTnxAzjhM=</latexit>
c
(1)
e5
<latexit sha1_base64="lzkpl1P3JqZ/7vMl/mnIe16J3Q0=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghRLRTflRhSlq4Ibl75qBR8liWMNpklI0kIN/QE/QBcufICI+Blu/AEXfoK4kgpuXHibBkSLeoeZOXPmnjtnZlTb0F2P6Ckit bV3dHZFu2M9vX39A/HBoQ3XKjuayGmWYTmbquIKQzdFztM9Q2zajlBKqiHy6uFiYz9fEY6rW+a6V7XFTkkpmvq+rikeU9varj8lT9cKvpirFeJJSlMQiVY ghyCJMJat+A22sQcLGsooQcCEx9iAApfbFmQQbOZ24DPnMNKDfYEaYqwtc5bgDIXZQx6LvNoKWZPXjZpuoNb4FIO7w8oEUvRIt1SnB7qjZ/r4tZYf1Gh4q fKsNrXCLgwcj669/6sq8ezh4Ev1p2cP+1gIvOrs3Q6Yxi20pr5ydFpfy6ym/Em6ohf2f0lPdM83MCtv2vWKWD1DjD9A/vncrWBjJi1TWl6ZTWYz4VdEMYY JTPF7zyOLJSwjx+faOME5LiKv0og0LiWaqVIk1AzjW0jTnw4yjhI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lzkpl1P3JqZ/7vMl/mnIe16J3Q0=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghRLRTflRhSlq4Ibl75qBR8liWMNpklI0kIN/QE/QBcufICI+Blu/AEXfoK4kgpuXHibBkSLeoeZOXPmnjtnZlTb0F2P6Ckit bV3dHZFu2M9vX39A/HBoQ3XKjuayGmWYTmbquIKQzdFztM9Q2zajlBKqiHy6uFiYz9fEY6rW+a6V7XFTkkpmvq+rikeU9varj8lT9cKvpirFeJJSlMQiVY ghyCJMJat+A22sQcLGsooQcCEx9iAApfbFmQQbOZ24DPnMNKDfYEaYqwtc5bgDIXZQx6LvNoKWZPXjZpuoNb4FIO7w8oEUvRIt1SnB7qjZ/r4tZYf1Gh4q fKsNrXCLgwcj669/6sq8ezh4Ev1p2cP+1gIvOrs3Q6Yxi20pr5ydFpfy6ym/Em6ohf2f0lPdM83MCtv2vWKWD1DjD9A/vncrWBjJi1TWl6ZTWYz4VdEMYY JTPF7zyOLJSwjx+faOME5LiKv0og0LiWaqVIk1AzjW0jTnw4yjhI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lzkpl1P3JqZ/7vMl/mnIe16J3Q0=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghRLRTflRhSlq4Ibl75qBR8liWMNpklI0kIN/QE/QBcufICI+Blu/AEXfoK4kgpuXHibBkSLeoeZOXPmnjtnZlTb0F2P6Ckit bV3dHZFu2M9vX39A/HBoQ3XKjuayGmWYTmbquIKQzdFztM9Q2zajlBKqiHy6uFiYz9fEY6rW+a6V7XFTkkpmvq+rikeU9varj8lT9cKvpirFeJJSlMQiVY ghyCJMJat+A22sQcLGsooQcCEx9iAApfbFmQQbOZ24DPnMNKDfYEaYqwtc5bgDIXZQx6LvNoKWZPXjZpuoNb4FIO7w8oEUvRIt1SnB7qjZ/r4tZYf1Gh4q fKsNrXCLgwcj669/6sq8ezh4Ev1p2cP+1gIvOrs3Q6Yxi20pr5ydFpfy6ym/Em6ohf2f0lPdM83MCtv2vWKWD1DjD9A/vncrWBjJi1TWl6ZTWYz4VdEMYY JTPF7zyOLJSwjx+faOME5LiKv0og0LiWaqVIk1AzjW0jTnw4yjhI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lzkpl1P3JqZ/7vMl/mnIe16J3Q0=">AAACb3i chVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghRLRTflRhSlq4Ibl75qBR8liWMNpklI0kIN/QE/QBcufICI+Blu/AEXfoK4kgpuXHibBkSLeoeZOXPmnjtnZlTb0F2P6Ckit bV3dHZFu2M9vX39A/HBoQ3XKjuayGmWYTmbquIKQzdFztM9Q2zajlBKqiHy6uFiYz9fEY6rW+a6V7XFTkkpmvq+rikeU9varj8lT9cKvpirFeJJSlMQiVY ghyCJMJat+A22sQcLGsooQcCEx9iAApfbFmQQbOZ24DPnMNKDfYEaYqwtc5bgDIXZQx6LvNoKWZPXjZpuoNb4FIO7w8oEUvRIt1SnB7qjZ/r4tZYf1Gh4q fKsNrXCLgwcj669/6sq8ezh4Ev1p2cP+1gIvOrs3Q6Yxi20pr5ydFpfy6ym/Em6ohf2f0lPdM83MCtv2vWKWD1DjD9A/vncrWBjJi1TWl6ZTWYz4VdEMYY JTPF7zyOLJSwjx+faOME5LiKv0og0LiWaqVIk1AzjW0jTnw4yjhI=</latexit>
c
(1)
e4
<latexit sha1_base64="G5H06ROD rHFYJsgTVTcBTwakMM8=">AAACb3ichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghRLpW7Kj QhKV4Ibl75qC20tSRw1mCYhSQsa+gN+gC5c+AAR8TPc+AMu/ARxJQpuXHib BkSLeoeZOXPmnjtnZlTb0F2P6DEidXR2dfdEe2N9/QODQ/HhkU3XqjmayGm WYTkFVXGFoZsi5+meIQq2I5Sqaoi8ur/U3M/XhePqlrnhHdiiXFV2TX1H1x SPqZK25aflmUbFF3ONSjxJGQoi0Q7kECQRxooVv0YJ27CgoYYqBEx4jA0oc LkVIYNgM1eGz5zDSA/2BRqIsbbGWYIzFGb3edzlVTFkTV43a7qBWuNTDO4O KxNI0QPd0Cvd0y090cevtfygRtPLAc9qSyvsytDR+Pr7v6oqzx72vlR/eva wg4XAq87e7YBp3kJr6euHJ6/r2bWUP02X9Mz+L+iR7vgGZv1Nu1oVa6eI8Q fIP5+7HWzOZmTKyKtzycVs+BVRTGAKaX7veSxiGSvI8bk2jnGG88iLNCZNS olWqhQJNaP4FtLMJwwxjhE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G5H06ROD rHFYJsgTVTcBTwakMM8=">AAACb3ichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghRLpW7Kj QhKV4Ibl75qC20tSRw1mCYhSQsa+gN+gC5c+AAR8TPc+AMu/ARxJQpuXHib BkSLeoeZOXPmnjtnZlTb0F2P6DEidXR2dfdEe2N9/QODQ/HhkU3XqjmayGm WYTkFVXGFoZsi5+meIQq2I5Sqaoi8ur/U3M/XhePqlrnhHdiiXFV2TX1H1x SPqZK25aflmUbFF3ONSjxJGQoi0Q7kECQRxooVv0YJ27CgoYYqBEx4jA0oc LkVIYNgM1eGz5zDSA/2BRqIsbbGWYIzFGb3edzlVTFkTV43a7qBWuNTDO4O KxNI0QPd0Cvd0y090cevtfygRtPLAc9qSyvsytDR+Pr7v6oqzx72vlR/eva wg4XAq87e7YBp3kJr6euHJ6/r2bWUP02X9Mz+L+iR7vgGZv1Nu1oVa6eI8Q fIP5+7HWzOZmTKyKtzycVs+BVRTGAKaX7veSxiGSvI8bk2jnGG88iLNCZNS olWqhQJNaP4FtLMJwwxjhE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G5H06ROD rHFYJsgTVTcBTwakMM8=">AAACb3ichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghRLpW7Kj QhKV4Ibl75qC20tSRw1mCYhSQsa+gN+gC5c+AAR8TPc+AMu/ARxJQpuXHib BkSLeoeZOXPmnjtnZlTb0F2P6DEidXR2dfdEe2N9/QODQ/HhkU3XqjmayGm WYTkFVXGFoZsi5+meIQq2I5Sqaoi8ur/U3M/XhePqlrnhHdiiXFV2TX1H1x SPqZK25aflmUbFF3ONSjxJGQoi0Q7kECQRxooVv0YJ27CgoYYqBEx4jA0oc LkVIYNgM1eGz5zDSA/2BRqIsbbGWYIzFGb3edzlVTFkTV43a7qBWuNTDO4O KxNI0QPd0Cvd0y090cevtfygRtPLAc9qSyvsytDR+Pr7v6oqzx72vlR/eva wg4XAq87e7YBp3kJr6euHJ6/r2bWUP02X9Mz+L+iR7vgGZv1Nu1oVa6eI8Q fIP5+7HWzOZmTKyKtzycVs+BVRTGAKaX7veSxiGSvI8bk2jnGG88iLNCZNS olWqhQJNaP4FtLMJwwxjhE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G5H06ROD rHFYJsgTVTcBTwakMM8=">AAACb3ichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRcKghRLpW7Kj QhKV4Ibl75qC20tSRw1mCYhSQsa+gN+gC5c+AAR8TPc+AMu/ARxJQpuXHib BkSLeoeZOXPmnjtnZlTb0F2P6DEidXR2dfdEe2N9/QODQ/HhkU3XqjmayGm WYTkFVXGFoZsi5+meIQq2I5Sqaoi8ur/U3M/XhePqlrnhHdiiXFV2TX1H1x SPqZK25aflmUbFF3ONSjxJGQoi0Q7kECQRxooVv0YJ27CgoYYqBEx4jA0oc LkVIYNgM1eGz5zDSA/2BRqIsbbGWYIzFGb3edzlVTFkTV43a7qBWuNTDO4O KxNI0QPd0Cvd0y090cevtfygRtPLAc9qSyvsytDR+Pr7v6oqzx72vlR/eva wg4XAq87e7YBp3kJr6euHJ6/r2bWUP02X9Mz+L+iR7vgGZv1Nu1oVa6eI8Q fIP5+7HWzOZmTKyKtzycVs+BVRTGAKaX7veSxiGSvI8bk2jnGG88iLNCZNS olWqhQJNaP4FtLMJwwxjhE=</latexit>
c
(1)
e3
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(1)
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Figure 2 The edge gadget of e = (u, v) in the constructed graph G.
V (G) \ S = F has a probability of being “too large” (that is, violating our claimed bound)
much smaller than 2−|V (G)|. If we achieve this, then we can take a union bound over all sets
F and conclude that with high probability no minimal fvs of G′′ is too large.
Suppose then that we have fixed an acyclic set F ⊆ V (G). We have |F | ≤ 2α(G) ≤
2n1+r2. Any minimal fvs with V (G) \ S = F can only contain vertices from a set Iuv if
u, v ∈ F . The total number of such vertices in G′ is at most O(n2+2r1/2+4). The expected
number of such vertices that survive in G′′ is (for some constant c) at most µ = cn1+2r1/2+4.
Now, using the Chernoff bound cited above we have Pr[|X − µ| ≥ µ2 ] ≤ 2e−µ/12. We claim
2e−µ/12 = o(2−|V (G)|). Indeed, this follows because |V (G)| = n1+r1/2+ = o(µ). As a result,
the probability that a large minimal fvs exists for a fixed set F ⊆ V (G) exists is low enough
that taking the union bound over all possible sets F we have that with high probability no
minimal fvs exists with value higher than 3µ/2, which establishes the third property. J
5.3 NP-hardness for ∆ = 6
I Theorem 23. Max Min FVS is NP-hard on planar bipartite graphs with ∆ = 6.
Proof. We give a reduction from Max Min VC, which is NP-hard on planar bipartite
graphs of maximum degree 3 [40]. Note that the NP-hardness in [40] is stated for Minimum
Independent Dominating Set, but any independent dominating set is also a maximal
independent set (and vice-versa) and the complement of the minimum maximal independent
set of any graph is a maximum minimal vertex cover. Thus, we also obtain NP-hardness for
Max Min VC on the same instances.
We are given a graph G = (V,E). For each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E, we add a path of
length three from u to v going through two new vertices e(1), e(2) (see Figure 2). Note that
u, e(1), e(2), v form a cycle of length 4. Then we add two cycles of length 4, e(i), c(i)e1 , c
(i)
e2 , c
(i)
e3
and e(i), c(i)e4 , c
(i)
e5 , c
(i)
e6 for i ∈ {1, 2}. Let G′ = (V ′, E′) be the constructed graph. Because
∆(G) = 3, we have ∆(G′) = 6. Moreover, since G is planar and bipartite, G′ is also planar
and bipartite. We will show that there is a minimal vertex cover of size at least k in G if
and only if there is a minimal feedback vertex set of size at least k + 4|E| in G′.
Given a minimal vertex cover S of size at least k in G, we construct the set S′ =
S ∪⋃e∈E{c(1)e1 , c(1)e4 , c(2)e1 , c(2)e4 }. Then |S′| ≥ k + 4|E|. Let us first argue that S′ is an fvs of
G′. For each e = (u, v) ∈ E we have at least one of u, v ∈ S, without loss of generality
let u ∈ S. Now in G′[V ′ \ S′] the edges (e(1), e(2)) and (e(2), v) are bridges and therefore
cannot be part of any cycle. The remaining cycles going through e(1), e(2) are handled by
{c(1)e1 , c(1)e4 , c(2)e1 , c(2)e4 }. Furthermore, since G′[V \ S] is an independent set, it is also acyclic.
To see that S′ is a minimal fvs, we remark that for each c(i)e1 , c
(i)
e4 contained in S′ there is a
private cycle in G′[V ′ \ S′]. We also note that since S is a minimal vertex cover of G, for
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each u ∈ S, there exists v 6∈ S with e = (u, v) ∈ E. This means that u has the private cycle
formed by {u, v, e(1), e(2)} in G′[V ′ \ S′]. Therefore, S′ is a minimal fvs.
Conversely, suppose we are given a minimal fvs S′ of G′ with |S′| ≥ k + 4|E|. We will
edit S′ so that is contains only vertices in V ′ \⋃e∈E{e(1), e(2)}, without decreasing its size.
First, suppose e(1), e(2) ∈ S′, for some e ∈ E. We construct a new minimal fvs S′′ =
S′ \ {e(2)} ∪ {c(2)e1 , c(2)e4 } which is larger that S′, since by minimality we have c(2)ei 6∈ S′ for
i ∈ {1, . . . , 6}. It is not hard to see that S′′ is indeed an fvs, as no cycle can go through e(2)
in G′[V ′ \ S′′]. The two vertices we added have a private cycle, while all vertices of S′ ∩ S′′
retain their private cycles, so S′′ is a minimal fvs. As a result in the remainder we assume
that S′ contains at most one of {e(1), e(2)} for all e ∈ E.
Suppose now that for some e = (u, v) ∈ E, we have S′∩{u, v} 6= ∅ and S′∩{e(1), e(2)} 6= ∅.
Without loss of generality, let e(1) ∈ S′. We set S′′ = S′ \ {e(1)} ∪ {c(1)e1 , c(1)e4 } and claim that
S′′ is a larger minimal fvs than S. Indeed, no cycle goes through e(1) in G′[V ′ \ S′′], the new
vertices we added to S′ have private cycles, and all vertices of S′ ∩ S′′ retain their private
cycles in G′[V ′ \ S′′]. Therefore, we can now assume that if for some e = (u, v) ∈ E we have
S′ ∩ {e(1), e(2)} 6= ∅ then u, v 6∈ S′.
For the remaining case, suppose that for some e = (u, v) ∈ E we have u, v 6∈ S′ and
(without loss of generality) e(1) ∈ S′. We construct the set S′′ = S′ \ {e(1)} ∪ {c(1)e1 , c(2)e4 , u}.
Note that |S′′| ≥ |S′|+ 2. It is not hard to see that S′′ is an fvs, since by adding c(1)e1 , c(1)e4 , v
to our set we have hit all cycles containing e(1) in G′. The problem now is that S′′ is not
necessarily minimal. We greedily delete vertices from S′′ to obtain a minimal fvs S∗. We
claim that in this process we cannot delete more than two vertices, that is |S∗ \ S′′| ≤ 2.
To see this, we first note that c(1)e1 , c
(2)
e4 , u cannot be removed from S′′ as they have private
cycles in G[V ′ \ S′′]. Suppose now that w1 ∈ S′′ \ S∗ is the first vertex we removed from S′′,
so G′[(V ′ \ S′′) ∪ {w1}] is acyclic. This vertex must have had a private cycle in G′[V ′ \ S′],
which was necessarily going through u. Therefore, G′[(V ′ \S′′)∪{w1}] has a path connecting
two neighbors of u and this path does not exist in G′[(V ′ \ S′′)]. With a similar reasoning,
removing another vertex w2 ∈ S′′ from the fvs will create a second path between neighbors of
u in the induced forest. We conclude that this cannot happen a third time, since |N(u)| ≤ 3,
and if we create three paths between neighbors of u, this will create a cycle. As a result,
|S∗| ≥ |S′|. We assume in the remainder that S′ does not contain e(1), e(2) for any e ∈ E.
Now, given a minimal fvs S′ of G′ with |S′| ≥ k + 4|E| and S′ ∩ (∪e∈E{e(1), e(2)}) = ∅
we set S = S′ ∩ V and claim that S is a minimal vertex cover of G with |S| ≥ k. Indeed S is
a vertex cover, as for each e = (u, v) ∈ E, if u, v 6∈ S′ then we would get the cycle formed by
{u, v, e(1), e(2)}. To see that S is minimal, suppose NG[u] ⊆ S′. We claim that in that case
u has no private cycle in G′[V ′ \ S′] (this can be seen by deleting all bridges in G′[V ′ \ S′],
which leaves u isolated). This contradicts the minimality of S′ as an fvs of G′. Finally, we
argue that |S′ \ V | ≤ 4|E|, which gives the desired bound on |S|. Consider an e = (u, v) ∈ E.
S′ cannot contain more than one vertex among c(1)e1 , c
(1)
e2 , c
(1)
e3 , since any of these vertices hits
the cycle that goes through the others. With similar reasoning for the three other length-four
cycles we conclude that S′ contains at most 4 vertices for each edge e ∈ E. J
6 Conclusions
We have essentially settled the approximability of Max Min FVS for polynomial and sub-
exponential time, up to sub-polynomial factors in the exponent of the running time. It would
be interesting to see if the running time of our sub-exponential approximation algorithm can
be improved by poly-logarithmic factors in the exponent, as in [4]. In particular, improving
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the running time to 2O(n/r3/2) seems feasible, but would likely require a version of Lemma
14 which uses more sophisticated techniques, such as Cut&Count [7, 15, 17].
Another problem of similar spirit which deserves to be studied is Max Min OCT, where
an odd cycle transversal (OCT) is a set of vertices whose removal makes the graph bipartite.
This problem could also potentially be “between” Max Min VC and UDS, but obtaining a
n1− approximation for it seems much more challenging than for Max Min FVS.
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